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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivating Problems 
The research is motivated by several issues investigators encounter in fatigue testing: 
• Statistical model adequately describing the relationship between fatigue life and applied 
stress. Plots of fatigue data often exhibit curvature at low stress levels and decreasing 
variance with increasing stress. An adequate statistical model must not only be able 
to describe these characteristics but also be based on engineering reality. Such a model 
would be valuable to engineers for design purposes. Also, the corresponding estimation 
method must be able to account for "censored" observations which are common in fatigue 
testing. 
• Efficient and methodical use of a limited number of test positions. In practice, it is com­
mon to test specimens in sequence so that failures are replaced as soon as they occur and 
nonfailing units are removed after a predetermined length of time tc. The censoring time 
tc corresponds to a proportion failing p/. This "traditional" procedure is not robust to 
model misspecification because pj relies heavily on model parameters. A test procedure 
that has a control of information and that is robust to model misspecifications is a better 
alternative to trciditional plans. 
• Test plans based on engineering realities and resource limitations that result in efficient 
estimation. The study of test plans based on certain test procedures and appropriate 
statistical models serves as a useful guideline for actual tests. This includes the compar­
isons of the estimation efficiency and sensitivity to model misspecifications of different 
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test plans. The findings of this study will reveal what plans are appropriate in different 
engineering situations. 
1.2 A Fatigue Data Example 
Consider the nickel-base superalloy fatigue data given in Shen (1994). Figure 1.1 gives a 
log-log scaJe plot of the data. Four tests were stopped without failure around 5 million cycles. 
These resulted in "censored" observations. The plot indicates that testing an experimental 
^ so 
n 
10 
1000*strain 
Figure 1.1 Log-Log Plot for the Nickel-Base Superalloy Fatigue Data 
(• Failure, A Censored Observation) 
unit below a particular strain level could continue indefinitely without failure. This strain 
level is called the "fatigue limit." We observe curvature in the plot near the fatigue limit. It 
is also evident in the plot that the variance of fatigue life decreases with increasing strain. A 
statistical model that describes these characteristics would be useful to fatigue researchers. 
Hirose (1993) uses majdmum likelihood methods to estimate the mean life at the service 
stress and the fatigue limit. He uses a Weibull inverse power relationship that includes a fixed 
fatigue limit parameter. Nelson (1984) fits fatigue curves with nonconstant standard deviation 
3 
to a nickel-base superalloy data with censored observations using maximum likelihood (ML) 
methods. He fits a quadratic relationship to describe the curvature in the plot of (log) fatigue 
life versus (log) pseudo-stress. Pascual and Meeker (1997) show that the curvature in the 
stress-life relationship can be modeled by including a fatigue limit parameter. They suggest a 
model with nonconstant fatigue life standard deviation and a constant fatigue limit parameter. 
They fit the model to the nickel-base superalloy studied by Nelson (1984). Nelson (1990. pp. 
93-95) suggests modeling the fatigue limit as a random parameter, that is, test specimens have 
different fatigue limits according to some distribution called the "strength distribution." 
In this research, we present the random fatigue-limit model that describes the stress/strain-
life relationship and the variation in fatigue life. We fit the model to fatigue data sets by ML 
methods and assess the fits through numerical and graphical diagnostics. We also present 
methods for planning future life tests based on this model. 
1.3 Modified Sudden Death Tests 
To address the problem of limited testing positions in life tests, we present the modified 
s u d d e n  d e a t h  t e s t  ( M S D T )  w h i c h  i n v o l v e s  t e s t i n g  k  s p e c i m e n s  s i m u l t a n e o u s l y  u n t i l  t h e  r t h  
failure. The complete MSDT plan consists of g single MSDTs performed in sequence. In 
MSDT plans, there is a maximum of r — 1 idle test positions at any time during testing. We 
propose testing "standby" specimens in these idle positions. 
The MSDT is an extension of the traditional sudden death test (SDT) where k units are 
tested until the first failure. The MSDT includes the SDT as a special case when r = 1. 
Johnson (1964) discusses how SDTs can significantly reduce testing time and still yield es­
timates of Weibull quantiles that are just as precise as when all observations are failures. 
Kececioglu (1993) illustrates how SDT can be used to estimate life distribution quantiles for 
Weibull distributions. We shall see in the discussions below, however, that the tests designed 
to stop at the second, third, or some subsequent failure in the group can provide a test that is 
better than the SDT. 
Suzuki, Ohtsuka and Ashitate (1992) study test plans that consist of g simultaneous SDTs 
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with k units. Assuming that fatigue life is distributed WeibuII, they investigate plans under 
different values of g and k through maximum likelihood methods. They also incorporate the 
idea of Type II censoring in the plans as a generalization, that is, they terminate the experiment 
at the pth sudden death failure. They use a transformed expression for the total test length L 
to compare plans under different values of g, k and p. 
We use large sample properties of ML estimators of quantiles, total test length and sample 
size to evaluate test plans. We compare MSDT with traditional plans and point out certain 
situations where MSDT plans have advantages over the traditional plans in terms of improved 
estimation efficiency, reduced test length, and reduced sample size. MSDT plans provide 
better control of information and are robust to model misspecifications. MSDT plans are 
better alternatives to traditional plans in this respect. 
1.4 Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation consists of three papers written in collaboration with the thesis adviser 
Professor William Q. Meeker. The first paper discusses the random fatigue-limit model and 
presents the results of model fits to fatigue data. Here, we compute ML estimates of parameters 
and fatigue-life distribution quantiles. Lower confidence bounds, based on likelihood-ratio 
methods, are computed for these quantiles. We assess the fits by constructing diagnostic plots 
and performing goodness-of-fit tests and residual analyses. 
The second paper presents methods for planning future life tests based on the random 
fatigue-limit model. With respect to an optimization criterion, we compare traditional (equally-
spaced stress levels with equal allocations of test units) and general (arbitrary choices for stress 
levels and allocations) plans with 3 and 4 stress levels. We also study the robustness of test 
plans to planning value misspecifications. The results can be used as guidelines for actual tests. 
The third paper presents the modified sudden death test to address the problem of limited 
number of test positions. Using practical situations, we illustrate the possible benefits and ad­
vantages under MSDT plans. The criteria we use to evaluate plans include total test duration, 
sample size and estimation efficiency. 
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2 ESTIMATING FATIGUE CURVES WITH THE RANDOM 
FATIGUE-LIMIT MODEL 
A paper to be submitted to Technometrics 
Francis G. Pascuai and William Q. Meeker 
Abstract 
In a fatigue-limit model, test units tested below the fatigue limit (also known as the threshold 
stress) theoretically will never fail. This paper uses a random fatigue-limit model to describe: 
a) the dependence of fatigue life on the stress level, b) the variation in fatigue life, and c) 
the unit-to-unit variation in the fatigue limit. We fit the model to actual fatigue data sets 
by maximum likelihood methods and study the fits under different distributional assumptions. 
The 0.01 and 0.05 quantiles of the life distribution are often of interest to designers. Lower 
confidence bounds based on likelihood-ratio methods are obtained for these quantiles. To 
assess the fits of the model, we construct diagnostic plots and perform goodness-of-fit tests 
and residual analyses. 
KEY WORDS: Akaike information criterion; Fatigue data; Goodness-of-fit tests; Maximum 
likelihood methods; Percentage-percentage probability plots; Random fatigue limit; Right cen­
soring. 
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2.1 Introduction 
2.1.1 Background 
The relationship between fatigue life of metaJ, ceramic and composite materials and applied 
stress is an important input to design-for-reliability processes. This paper suggests a practical 
model to describe the relationship between fatigue life and applied stress and provides and 
illustrates corresponding data analysis methods. This work is motivated by the need to develop 
and present quantitative fatigue-life information used in the design of jet engines. 
The S-N curve is often defined as a function relating the median fatigue life to the applied 
stress or strain. The S-N concept has been extended to other percentiles, for example, in 
pp. 8-10 of Little and Jebe (1975). We use curves for the 0.05 and 0.95 quantiles to illustrate 
the variability of fatigue life. In general, we refer to these relationships as fatigue curves. We 
shall use S-N curve to refer to the median curve. 
Some fatigue data, particularly on certain steels, indicate that an experimental unit tested 
below a particular stress level is unlikely to fail. This stress level is called the "fatigue limit" 
or "threshold stress." The presence of a fatigue limit generally causes curvature in a log-log 
plot of applied stress versus fatigue life. Polynomial models such as a quadratic model are 
sometimes used to describe curvature in fatigue curves. A statistical model with a fatigue 
limit provides a practical aJternative to these polynomial models. 
2.1.2 Related Work 
Hirose (1993) uses maximum likelihood methods to estimate the fatigue limit and the mean 
life of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) films (used in electrical insulation) at the service stress. 
He fits a Weibull inverse power relationship that includes a fixed fatigue limit parameter. Nel­
son (1984) studies fatigue life of nickel-base superalloy and fits fatigue curves with nonconstant 
standard deviation to data with censored observations using maximum likelihood methods. He 
fits a quadratic relationship to describe the curvature in the plot of (log) fatigue life versus 
(log) pseudo-stress. Shen, Wirsching, and Cashman (1996a) review previous work on statistical 
models that characterize fatigue strength and describe trends in fatigue data. They compare 
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the fits of such models to several fatigue data sets. Pascual and Meeker (1997) present a 
model with a fatigue limit parameter and nonconstant standard deviation of log fatigue life to 
describe curvature and nonconstant variance in stress-life relationships. They fit the model to 
the nickel-base superalloy data studied by Nelson (1984). They also study the effect that test 
length has on accuracy of estimates by analyzing simulated data sets based on their model. 
Nelson (1990, pp. 93-95) suggests modeling the fatigue limit as a random parameter, that is. 
test specimens have different fatigue limits according to some distribution called the "strength 
distribution." Klesnil and Lukas (1992, pages 178-180) discuss the influence of grain size on 
the fatigue limit. 
Little (1974) discusses the use of the up-and-down method to estimate the median fatigue 
limit with extreme vaJue distributions based on maximum likelihood and minimum chi-square 
methods. The upland-down method involves testing specimens in sequence at equally-spaced 
stress levels for a specified large number of cycles (e.g., 10' cycles). A specimen is tested 
at the next lower (higher) stress level if the previous test produces a failure (right censored 
observation). Little (1990) presents a modified up-and-down test that uses a minimum variance 
strategy to choose the next stress level. A disadvantage of the up-and-down method is that 
it uses only information on whether or not a specimen on test has failed. It does not take 
into account the fatigue lives of failing specimens. Hence, the up>-and-down method does not 
fully use aJl information and, eventually, does not provide the most accurate estimate of the 
stress-life relationship and the fatigue-limit distribution. 
2.1.3 Overview 
In Section 2.2, we discuss a statistical model for fatigue life that includes a random fatigue 
limit. This model describes and provides motivation for a fatigue life distribution that has the 
standard deviation as a function of stress. Section 2.3 describes maximum likelihood (ML) 
methods. ML methods allow for censoring which is common in fatigue testing, particularly at 
low levels of stress. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 illustrate the application of the model to actual fatigue 
data. We show how to compute ML estimates of parameters and fatigue-life distribution quan-
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tiles. Estimates of these quantiles are important inputs to product design processes and. thus, 
of most interest to engineers. Lower confidence bounds, based on likelihood-ratio methods, 
are computed for these quantiles. We assess the fit of the model to the data by constructing 
diagnostic plots and performing goodness-of-fit tests and residual analyses. Section 2.6 outlines 
possible areas for further research. 
2.2 The Random Fatigue-Limit Model 
There are two main considerations in modeling the relationship between the applied stress 
and fatigue life. First, often the standard deviation of fatigue life decreases as the applied 
stress increases. Second, curvature in fatigue curves suggests the inclusion of a fatigue limit in 
the statistical model for fatigue life. The random fatigue-limit model describes both of these 
characteristics. 
Let V be the fatigue life and s the stress level. We model V as 
log(F) = /?o + /?! Iog(s - 7) + s>j, 
where /3o and Pi are fatigue curve coefficients, 7 is the fatigue limit of the specimen, e is 
the error term, and log denotes natural logarithm. Let V = log(7) and suppose that V has 
probability density function (pdf) 
fviv;fjLy,cr^) = — <j>v(-— 
<7y y J 
where is either the standardized smallest extreme value (sev) or normal pdf with location 
and scale parameters /j~y and respectively. 
Let X = log(s) and W = log(y). Assume that, conditioned on a fixed value of < x, W\V 
has pdf 
where <i>w\v{') is the standardized sev or normal pdf with location parameter log(exp(x) -
exp(t;)) and scale parameter <7. The marginal pdf of W is given by 
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where 9 = {l3o,Pu(T,fi^,cT^) and ^(x,v,0) = 0o + / ? i  I o g ( e x p ( i )  -  e x p ( i ' ) ) .  T h e  m a r g i n a l  
cumulative distribution function (cdf) of W is given by 
where ^h'IvC*) is the cdf of W|F. We will refer to this statistical model as the random fatigue-
limit model. There are no closed forms for the density and distribution functions of W'. We 
evaluate them numerically. 
We will see below that this model has the properties that one usually sees in fatigue-limit 
data. In particular, the model adequately describes curvature in the stress-life relationship 
and the increase in variability in log fatigue life at low stress/strain levels. 
2.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
We use ML methods to estimate the parameters of the random fatigue-limit model. Statis­
tical theory suggests that ML estimators, in general, have favorable asymptotic (large sample) 
properties. For "large" sample sizes and under certain conditions on the fatigue life distribu­
tion, the distribution of ML estimators is approximately multivariate normal with mean vector 
equal to the vector of true values being estimated and standard deviations no larger than that 
of any other competing estimators. See Chapter 5 of Nelson (1990) for an in-depth discussion 
of ML estimation. 
Let t/p(s) be the p quantile of the life distribution at stress level s. We obtain ML estimates 
of i/p(s) for p = 0.05,0.50, and 0.95. We compute approximate likelihood-ratio-based lower 
confidence bounds for the 0.01 and 0.05 quantiles of the life distribution. Ostrouchov and 
Meeker (1988) use Monte Carlo simulations to compare the accuracy of confidence intervals 
based on likelihood ratio and those based on asymptotic normal theory for interval-censored 
Weibull and lognormal data. They conclude that likelihood confidence intervals have coverage 
probabilities generally closer to nominal confidence levels than those of normal approximation 
intervals even in small to moderate size samples. 
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2.3.1 Parametric Likelihood 
For the random fatigue-limit model defined above with sample data wi = log(i/i). 
w„ = log(y„) at log stress levels xi, ..Xn» respectively, the likelihood is 
Lm = [1 - Fw(wi;xi,0)]' 
Si = 
•«'u "yj 
t=i 
where 
1 if Wi is a failure 
0 if Wi is a censored observation. 
The function L(0) can be interpreted as being approximately proportional to the probability 
of observing i/i,..., yn, for a given set of parameters 0. Generally, it is easier to work with 
the log-likelihood function 
/:(0) = iog[L(tf)] = ^A(«) 
1=1 
where 
Ci{0) = 5{ log[fw{wi; Xi, 0)] -I- (1 - <J,) log[l - Fw{wi: i,, 0)] 
is the contribution of the ith observation. The ML estimate 0 of 0 is the set of parameter 
values that maximizes L{0) or C{B). 
2.3.2 Profile Likelihoods and Likelihood-Ratio-Based Confidence Regions 
We use the profile likelihood to compute approximate confidence intervals for quantities of 
interest. These intervals are based on inverting a likelihood ratio test. Let 0 = (Oi, 02} be a 
partition of 0 where 6i is the scalar quantity of interest (e.g., a model parameter or a fatigue-
life quantile). Let 6i denote the ML estimate of 6i. Aside from 6i, we may be interested in 
other probable values of 6i. The profile likelihood can be used to assess the plausibility of 
other values of 9i. 
The profile likelihood for 6i is defined by 
'Li9i,02)' R(0i) = max 
02 L(0) 
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A large value (close to 1) of R(0i) indicates that the observed data are highly probable for 
that value of ffi, relative to the ML estimate. On the other hand, a small value (close to 0) of 
i?(fli) indicates that the observed data are relatively unlikely for the given value of ffi. Plotting 
fl(5i) against different values of ffi yields a profile likelihood plot for 0i. 
When evaluated at the true value ffi, -21og[i2(5i)] asymptotically follows a chi-square 
distribution with 1 degree of freedom. As a result, an approximate 100(1 - a)% confidence 
interval for 0i is given by the set of all di such that 
-2 10g[i2(dl)] < 
or, equivalently. 
R{di) > exp ^U;1-q) 
2 
where x (1 — a) percentile of a chi-square distribution with 1 degree of 
freedom. Confidence intervals based on the approximate normal distribution of ML estimators 
can also be computed. However, as mentioned earlier likelihood confidence intervals perform 
better in the sense that coverage probabilities are closer to nominal confidence levels than those 
of normal approximation intervals. 
2.4 Laminate Panel Data 
In this section, we fit the random fatigue-limit model to fatigue data given in Shimokawa 
and Hamaguchi (1987). The data set reproduced in Appendix A are from 125 specimens in four-
point out-of-plane bending tests of carbon eight-harness-satin/epoxy laminate. Fiber fracture 
and final specimen fracture occurred simultaneously. Thus, fatigue life is defined to be the 
number of cycles until specimen fraxiture. The data set includes 10 right-censored observations 
(known as "runouts" in fatigue literature). Figure 2.1 shows the data and fitted random 
fatigue-limit models on a log-log scale with time on the horizontal axis, as is traditional in the 
fatigue literature. In this figure, a and a "i>" represent a failure and a censored observation, 
respectively. 
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2.4.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimates of the Random Fatigue-Limit Model 
Parameters 
We fit the random fatigue-limit model discussed in Section 2.2 to the data under the sev-
sev, normal-normal, sev-normal and normal-sev combinations for the respective distributions 
of V and W\V. Table 2.1 gives the ML estimates of the model parameters and the value of 
the loglikelihood for these estimates. The table includes ML estimates yb.osC'S) of the 0.05 
quantile of fatigue life in units of thousands of cycles at stress levels s = 270.280.300.340 
and 380 MPa. We compute values of the Akaike information criterion (.A.IC) statistic for each 
model to identify which best approximates the true underlying model. The AIC statistic is 
given by 
A I C = - 2 [ l o g m a x ^ W - f c ]  
where k is the number of model parameters. Smaller values of AIC indicate better fits. See 
Akaike (1973) for more details. Based on the AIC values, the normal-normal model (V and 
W\V are normal) provides the best fit to the data among the four models. On the other hand, 
the sev-sev model gives the least adequate. 
Figure 2.1 shows curves for the ML estimates of the 0.05, 0.50 and 0.95 quantiles of fatigue 
life under the different distribution combinations. When compared with the other combina­
tions, the sev-sev combination consistently yields lower estimates of the 0.05 quantile and 
higher estimates of the 0.50 quantile of fatigue life. For the 0.95 quantile, all combinations 
yield similar estimates at the intermediate stress levels; the normal-sev combination yields 
higher estimates at the extreme stress levels. Comparing the fitted curves in these plots to the 
actual data suggests that the normal-normal and normal-sev models adequately fit the data. 
2.4.2 Approximate 95% Lower Confidence Bounds for the 0.05 and 0.01 Quan­
tiles of a Fatigue Life Distribution 
In many applications, low quantiles of the life distribution are of primary interest. Using 
likelihood-ratio methods we compute pointwise approximate 95% lower confidence bounds for 
the 0.05 and 0.01 quantiles of fatigue life based on the four distribution combinations above. 
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Table 2.1 Maximum Likelihood Results for the Laminate Panel Data 
Model 
Sev-Sev Normal-Normal Sev-Normal Normal-Sev 
Loglikelihood log[L(©)] -92.706 -86.221 -87.292 -87.603 
AIC Statistic 195.412 182.442 184.584 185.206 
Parameters Po 35.575 30.272 33.025 29.435 
Pi -5.993 -5.100 -5.570 -4.950 
a 0.239 0.289 0.141 0.367 
fi^ 5.295 5.366 5.323 5.390 
(T~f 0.033 0.031 0.041 0.020 
Quantiles yo.o5(270) 4443.0 6136.0 5530.0 6139.0 
yo.O5(280) 2319.0 2963.0 2810.0 2899.0 
!/b.o5(300) 751.0 884.0 888.0 840.0 
!/b.os(340) 126.0 144.0 150.0 134.0 
yo.o5(380) 32.0 38.0 39.0 35.0 
Lower bounds for these quantities can be used to charsLCterize fatigue strength. Shen. Wirsching 
and Cashman (1996b) review different methods of computing "design curves" which include 
quantile curves and tolerance limits for quantiles. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 give plots of the lower 
confidence bounds for the 0.05 and 0.01 quantiles, respectively. In both plots, the sev-sev model 
gives the lowest confidence bounds. For the 0.05 quantile, the normal-normal, sev-normal and 
normal-sev models give similar bounds. There are clearer differences among these three models 
for the 0.01 quantile. Here, the normal-normal model gives the highest bounds. 
Figure 2.1 shows that, for the range of stress in the data, there is a one-to-one corre­
spondence between the 0.05 quantile and the applied stress. In particular, the 0.05 quantile 
increases as stress is reduced. Thus, Figure 2.2 also provides approximate 95% upper confi­
dence bounds for the stress level yielding a particular 0.05 quantile. To obtain these bounds 
graphically, we locate the point on the curve corresponding to the desired quantile value and 
read-off the stress level on the vertical axis. A similar comment can be made about the 0.01 
quantiles. 
0.05 0.50 0.95 
380-
- Sev-Sev 
• Normal-Normal 
Sev-Normal 
- Normal-Sev 
360 
340-
320-
300-
280-
T T T T 
50 100 500 1000 5000 50000 
thousands of cycles 
Figure 2.1 Log-Log S-N Plot for the Laminate Panel Data with ML Estimates of the (I.C)."), 0.50 and 0.95 
Quantiles (• Failure, > Censored Observation) 
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2.4.3 Percentage-Percentage Probability Plots 
It is important to have a method for deciding which distribution provides the best fit to the 
data. A common way of comparing fits of competing distributions is the quantile-quantile (Q-
Q) probability plot where the sample quantiles are plotted against the corresponding quantiles 
of a hypothesized distribution. We can use Q-Q plots to assess the fit of the distribution 
based on the ML estimates of model parameters. If a model is appropriate, the corresponding 
plot should be roughly linear. There are, however, several difficulties in using Q-Q plots. 
For instance, points in the distribution tails in Q-Q plots have greater variability than the 
points in the center of the distribution. What seem to be deviations of extreme points from 
the overall trend in the plot may just be due to random variation. For the random fatigue-
limit model, separate Q-Q plots with different scales are necessary for different parameter 
values, making it more difficult to display and compare the plots across different distribution 
combinations. Percentage-percentage (P-P) probability plots provide a convenient alternative 
for this application. See Chapters 2 and 3 of Crowder, Kimber, Smith and Sweeting (1991) for 
more information on P-P plots. 
Like Q-Q plots, the plotting points of a P-P plot are based on the Kaplan-Meier estimate of 
the survival probability and the ML estimate of the fatigue life distribution. Let yi < • • • < yn 
be the ordered observations at log stress x. Let d,- be the number of failures at time y, and 
rii be the number of unfailed and uncensored observations just prior to y,. The Kaplan-Meier 
estimate of the survival probability S{y) = Pr(y > y) is given by 
Suppose that failures occur at distinct times y[ < ... < y^ where r < n. Let 
r. Let 0 be the ML estimate of 9. The plotting points of a P-P plot are given 
(Pf,-fW(log(y-);a:,§)) 
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for i = 1, ..., r. The plotting points of a Q-Q plot are given by 
f o r  t  =  1 ,  . . r .  
Wilk and Gnanadesikan (1968) remark that P-P plots are sensitive to discrepancies in the 
center of the distribution. In contrast to Q-Q plots, the extreme tail points in P-P plots have 
lower variability than those in the center. The axes for the P-P plots are the same for any 
set of parameter values. This facilitates comparison of P-P plots under competing models. 
Figure 2.4 gives P-P plots by stress level for the panel data. Linearity in the plots indicates a 
good fit. 
Careful inspection of the plots in Figure 2.4 reveals that the sev-sev combination does not 
fit as well as the rest, particularly for stress levels 300 and 340 MPa. It appears that the 
normal-normal model has the best fit. The plots indicate a possible anomaly in stress levels 
280 and 300 MPa. There are concentrations of points around 8.5 million cycles for 280 MPa 
and around 1.5 million cycles for 300 MPa. 
2.4.4 Goodness-of-Fit Tests 
We assess the statistical significance of departures from the random fatigue-limit model by 
performing empirical distribution function (EDF) goodness-of-fit tests. We use Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (K-S) D statistics to perform these tests. For each stress level and distribution 
combination, we test the null hypothesis that the data obtained comes from the corresponding 
random fatigue-limit distribution. We adapt the methods discussed in Chapter 4 of D'Agostino 
and Stephens (1986). Let wi = Iog(j/i) < ... < u;„ = log(t/„) be the ordered observations at 
log stress x. Let z,- = Fw{wi\ x, 0) for z = 1, ..., n. Under the true value 0, Z, = Fw{Wi; i, 0) 
are ordered uniform random variables. If one or more components of 6 are unknown, these 
components are replaced by estimates, e.g. the ML estimate 6. However, Zi = Fw{wi\x,6) 
will not be an ordered uniform sample even when the null hypothesis is true. D'Agostino and 
Stephens (1986) suggest modifications on the test statistic to account for the use of estimators. 
The modifications are functions of the test statistic and sample size. They give tables of 
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percentage points for the modified test statistic. Below, we replace unknown parameter values 
with ML estimates and compute modified K-S test statistic values. 
For complete (no censoring) data sets, the K-S D statistic is given by 
The statistic is modified using the formula 
D" = I>(v^ + 0.12+^). 
y/Tl 
From Table 4.2 on page 105 of D'Agostino and Stephens (1986), the reject region for the 0.05 
level of significance is {D* > 1.358}. 
Suppose that the data set contains r failures and n — r Type I censored observations that 
have log failure times above wt. Let zt = Fw{wt:x,9). The K-S statistic adapted for Type I 
censoring is given by 
When unknown parameters are replaced by estimators, D'Agostino and Stephens (1986) sug­
gest the modification 
D' = v/^£> -K 
y j f l  
Percentage points for D' are given in Table 4.4 on page 112 of D'Agostino and Stephens (1986). 
In the laminate panel data, there are n = 25 observations at each stress level. There are 
r = 8 and 2 censored observations at stress levels 270 and 280 MPa, respectively. In both 
cases, we choose wt = log(20 million cycles) and compute modified K-S statistic for Type I 
censoring. At stress levels 300, 340 and 380 MPa all test units failed and, for these, we compute 
the modified K-S statistic for complete data. 
Table 2.2 gives the test statistic values for each stress level. None of the tests are significant 
at the 0.05 level of significance. Thus, there is not enough evidence to rule out any of these 
distributions. The observed departures from linearity in the P-P plots may be explained by 
variability under the hypothesized models. 
max < — 
l<t<n I 71 
max { — 
l< t<r  I n  
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Table 2.2 Kolmogorov-Smirnov D Statistic Values for the Fits of the Ran­
dom Fatigue-Limit Models to the Laminate Panel Data 
Stress (MPa) Sev-Sev Normal-Normal Sev-Normal Normal-Sev 
270 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 
280 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.1 
300 1.1 0.9 0.9 0.9 
340 1.2 0.7 0.8 0.8 
380 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 
2.4.5 Residual Analysis 
TO assess the validity of models and, in particular, detect problems with the life/stress 
relationship part of the models, we can study plots of residuals versus the stress levels. We 
follow methods suggested by Nelson (1973) to perform residual analysis on the fit of the 
normal-normal model. 
For the log stress level x,-, define the raw residual e,- by 
e,- = log(y,) - ji{xi) 
where /2(i,) is the ML estimate of the mean log fatigue life at log stress level x, conditioned 
on the specimen failing, that is, conditioned on the fatigue limit falling below the stress level. 
Because the standard deviation (T(X,) of fatigue life varies with the log stress x,, we define 
standardized residuals 
- = 
- B{x i )  
where CT(X,) is ML estimate of the standard deviation of log fatigue life at log stress level i, 
given that the specimen is going to fail. We use standardized residuals in the plots and refer 
to them as residuals, henceforth. 
The plots of residuals versus the stress levels should appear patternless. Figure 2.5 gives 
the plot of the residuals versus the stress levels for the normal-normal model. The plot does 
not show any clear patterns in the residuals. 
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2.5 Superalloy Data 
In this section, we fit the random fatigue-limit model to a nickel-base superalloy fatigue 
data set given in Shen (1994). Appendix A reproduces the data set. The data on 246 specimens 
include 4 censored observations. Figure 2.6 gives a plot of the data on log-log scale. .A. "•*" 
and a represent a failure and a censored observation, respectively. The applied force here 
is in strain units for which there are 88 unique values in contrast to 5 levels of stress in the 
laminate panel data. To assess the fits of the models to the data, we again construct P-P plots 
to compare combinations of distributions for W\V and V and, we perform residual analysis. 
2.5.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimates of the Random Fatigue-Limit Model 
Parameters 
Table 2.3 gives the ML estimates of the model parameters and the values of the loglikelihood 
under the ML estimates. The table includes AIC values and ML estimates yo.o5.T of the 0.05 
quantiles at strain levels x = 3.5,5,10,15 and 20 for each model. Life quantiles are in thousands 
of cycles. As in the previous example, the AIC values indicate that the normal-normal and 
the sev-sev combinations provide, respectively, the best and worst fit to the data. 
Table 2.3 Maximum Likelihood Results for the Nickel-Base Superalloy 
Data 
Model 
Sev-Sev Normal-Normal Sev-Normal Normal-Sev 
Loglikelihood log[L(d)] -90.443 -82.453 -85.475 -86.544 
AIC Statistic 190.887 177.906 180.949 183.088 
Parameters Po 5.757 5.541 5.706 5.502 
/3i -1.827 -1.788 -1.809 -1.771 
a 0.178 0.230 0.189 0.226 
1.112 1.074 1.054 1.151 
0.159 0.140 0.152 0.131 
Quantiles 1/0.05,3.5 115.1 179.1 164.9 136.9 
yo.05,5 32.4 38.1 36.4 34.6 
yo.05,10 4.9 5.1 4.8 5.1 
yb.05,15 1.9 2.0 1.9 2.0 
yo.05,20 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.1 
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Figure 2.6 shows curves for the ML estimates of the 0.05, 0.50 and 0.95 quantiles of fatigue 
life under the different distribution combinations. The models give similar estimates of the 
0.50 and 0.95 quantiles. At the lower strain levels, the sev-sev model gives lower estimates of 
the 0.05 quantile while the normal-normal model gives higher estimates. 
The plot of the data in Figure 2.6 indicates that the standard deviation of fatigue life 
decreases with increasing strain. Even though the standard deviation is not written explicitly 
as a function of the strain, the random fatigue-limit model describes the increased variability 
at lower levels of strain. Although not as obvious, a similar observation can be made for the 
laminate panel example. 
Because the superalloy data are not grouped by levels of stress or strain, we can not 
construct P-P plots by strain levels. Instead, we take the following approach. Let H", be the 
log fatigue life at log strain level a;,-, i. e., W, = log(yi), for i = 1, ..., n where n is the sample 
size. If Fw{Wi\ X,-, 9) is the true distribution of Wi, then Z\ = Fw{Wi\ ii. 0) Zn = 
are independently and identically distributed UNIF(0,1). Using this result, 
we construc t  P -P  p lo t s  t o  as ses s  whe the r  i f  z i  = Fwiwi ;  i i ,  0) ,  . . . iZn  = Fvv(u ;„ ;  x„ .  0)  
agrees with what we would expect to see from a random sample from a uniform distribution. 
See Figure 2.7. The plots show that the normal-normal and normal-sev models provide better 
fits than the other two. 
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 give plots of the lower confidence bounds for the 0.05 and 0.01 quantiles. 
respectively. For either quantile, the normal-normal model gives larger confidence bounds than 
the rest. On the other hand, the sev-sev model gives smaller confidence bounds than the 
others. At the lower strain levels there are similarities between the sev-sev and sev-normal 
models and between the normal-normal and normal-sev models. At the higher strain levels, 
however, similarities are between the sev-sev and normal-sev and between normal-normal and 
sev-normal. 
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2.5.2 Residual Analysis 
Figure 2.10 gives the plot of the residuals versus the strain levels for the normal-normal 
random fatigue-limit model. The plot does not show any clear patterns in the residuals. This 
suggests that this particular model provides an adequate description of the data. 
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2.6 Conclusions and Areas for Further Research 
When fatigue limits exist, plots of fatigue life versus stress/strain often exhibit curvature 
at lower stress/strain levels. Also, in most fatigue experiments, the variance of fatigue life de­
creases as stress/strain increases. Standard deviation is often modeled as a monotonic function 
of stress/strain. Curvature in the fatigue life versus stress/strain relationship can be modeled 
by including a constant fatigue limit parameter in statistical models for fatigue life. Fixed 
fatigue-limit models do not address the possible variability of the fatigue limit. This variabil­
ity could be expected due to dependence of the fatigue limit on material structural properties 
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that may vary from specimen to specimen. The random fatigue-limit model provides an ad­
equate description of the commonly observed increase in variability in log fatigue life at low-
levels of stress/strain and suggests a possible physical explanation for this behavior. These 
issues are the main motivations for the random fatigue-limit model. The examples considered 
here show that the random fatigue-limit model is able to address these issues adequately. 
Our examples compared the fits of the random fatigue-limit model under different distribu­
tional assumptions for both stress and strain fatigue data. In both cases, the normal-normal 
distribution combination provided the best fit. We compared the ML estimates of the 0.05. 
0.50 and 0.95 quantiles and the lower confidence bounds for the 0.01 and 0.05 quantiles for 
different combinations of distributional assumptions. Similar computations and comparisons 
are possible if the experimenter is interested in other quantities. 
There are a number of possible extensions that deserve to be explored further: 
1. Our examples have used combinations of normal and sev distributions for H'lV and \ 
It would be useful to explore the use of other distributions, perhaps motivated from 
physical theory. 
2. It would be useful to combine the analytical approach to testing goodness-of-fit in Sec­
tion 2.4.3 with the P-P plots, giving confidence bands to help one assess the lack of fit of 
the model distribution. The approach of Nair (1984) could be adapted for this purpose 
or corresponding simulation-based methods could be developed. 
3. In the examples above, we use the AIC statistic to judge which distributional combination 
of the random fatigue-limit model best approximates the true model. Linhart (1988) 
presents a procedure to test whether or not two AIC's differ significantly. The test Is 
derived for complete (no censoring) data and is based on the asymptotic distribution of 
the difference between the discrepancies of two AIC's from the true AIC. Extensions to 
censored data should be investigated. 
4. There are important questions about how to design fatigue experiments under the ran­
dom fatigue-limit model. Traditional methods will have to be extended to account for 
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the nonlinear relationship between life and stress. Large-sample approximations would 
provide easy-to-compare evaluations of test plan properties with respect to the efficiency 
of estimating quantities of interest. Simulation studies require much more computer 
time, but can be conducted to study the small sample properties of the test plans. This 
is currently under investigation. 
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3 PLANNING LIFE TESTS USING THE RANDOM FATIGUE-LIMIT 
MODEL 
A paper to be submitted to Technometrics 
Francis G. Pascual and William Q. Meeker 
Abstract 
In this paper, we present methods for planning future life tests based on a random fatigue-
limit model. This model describes the relationship between fatigue life and the applied stress 
or strain in the presence of a fatigue limit or threshold stress. We obtain planning values from 
an actual fatigue experiment and use them to plan future tests. Based on an optimization 
criterion, we compute best traditional (equally-spaced stress levels with equal allocations of 
test units) and general (arbitrary choices for stress levels and allocations) plans with 3 and 4 
stress levels. We study exact plans based on the best plans and compare them to the original 
test plan. The best plans have better efficiencies and smaller mean test lengths than the 
original plan. Our results also show that the best traditional plans are competitive with the 
best general plans and are more robust to planning value misspecifications. The results here 
serve as guidelines for actual tests. 
KEY WORDS: Experimental design; Fatigue tests; Maximum likelihood methods; Optimum 
test plans; Random fatigue-limit model; Type I censoring. 
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3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1 Problem 
Some fatigue experiments, particularly on metaJs such as brass, copper and carbon steels, 
indicate that units tested below a particular stress level will never fail. This stress level is called 
the "fatigue limit" or "threshold stress." The existence of fatigue limits should be considered 
in planning experiments to study the relationship between fatigue life and the applied stress. 
The basic material-fatigue characteristic we study is the stress-life relationship. The traditional 
"S-N curve" is often defined as the curve relating the median life to the applied stress. The 
presence of a fatigue limit generally causes curvature in the stress-life relationship. Choosing 
stress levels close to the fatigue limit may not produce enough failures to achieve a desired level 
of precision in estimation. However, experiments in which specimens are not tested near the 
fatigue limit may not be sensitive enough to detect the curvature in the stress-life relationship. 
In this paper, we develop and study test plans that provide good estimates of the stress-life 
relationship in the region of the fatigue limit on the assumption that the relationship between 
fatigue life and applied stress follows the random fatigue-limit model discussed in Pascual and 
Meeker (1997). 
3.1.2 Example 
Consider the carbon eight-harness-satin/epoxy laminate panel experiment described in 
Shimokawa and Hamaguchi (1987). In this experiment, fatigue lives of specimens are ob­
tained under applied stress levels 270, 280, 300, 340 and 380 MPa. Test units are allocated 
equally among these stress levels. Of 125 units, 115 failed before 20 million cycles. Pascual and 
Meeker (1997) fit the random fatigue-limit model to this data set using maximum likelihood 
(ML) methods. Figure 3.1 gives a log-log plot of the data with the the ML estimates of the 0.05, 
0.50 and 0.95 quantiles of fatigue life under the normal-normal random fatigue-limit model. 
In the plot, a and a "A" represent a failure and a censored observation, respectively. The 
quantile curves indicate curvature in the stress-life relationship particularly at the lower stress 
levels. If this experiment is in the planning stages and preliminary information on model 
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Figure 3.1 Log-Log Plot for the Laminate Panel Data with ML Estimates 
of the 0.05, 0.50 and 0.95 Quantiles (• Failure, A Censored 
Observation) 
parameters is available, the design issues include choosing the number of stress levels, their 
locations and the allocations of units to these levels. 
3.1.3 Approach 
The design problem we investigate consists of choosing several treatment (stress) levels and 
determining allocations of experimental units to these levels. We suggest a design criterion 
function that focuses on the variance of needed estimates. We evaluate and compare test plans 
using this function. An optimum test plan is one that minimizes this function. 
In actual experiments, it is often necessary to take specimens off testing before failure 
because of experimental constraints on time and budget. This yields censored observations 
(also called runouts). We consider Type I censoring where units are removed from testing 
after a predetermined point in time. We obtain optimum plans under this censoring method. 
We use asymptotic efficiency of the ML estimators of quantities of interest to compare test 
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plans and study their robustness to departures from the model assumptions. .A.symptotic 
approximations allow rapid real-time evaluations of test plans. 
3.1.4 Overview 
Section 3.2 reviews past work related to the current research. Section 3.3 discusses the 
design problem we address, the types of test plans we investigate, and optimization criteria 
we use to compare plans. Section 3.4 discusses maximum likelihood methods and introduces 
the random fatigue-limit model assumed to describe the stress-life relationship. In Section 3.5, 
we define the constraints of the design space and the optimization criterion that we use in the 
numerical example. In Section 3.6, we present and compare the best plans with respect to 
the optimization criterion. Planning values are derived from actual fatigue data. Section 3.7 
compares the performance of traditional (equally-spaced stresses with equal allocation of units) 
plans. Section 3.8 investigates the sensitivity of best plans to model parameter misspecifica-
tions. Section 3.9 outlines possible areas for further research. 
3.2 Related Work 
The design criterion we use is a function of the approximate variance-covariance (VCV) 
matrix of the model parameters derived from the Fisher information of the test plan. General 
design problems can be classified into two categories: a) the VCV matrix is proportional to a 
matrix that does not depend on the model parameters, and b) the VCV matrix is proportional 
to a matrix that depends on the parameters. Standard linear models and some generalized 
linear models fall within the first category. A large amount of work has been done on these 
problems. St. John and Draper (1975) provide a review of past work in this area. The second 
case includes models with censored observations and, in general, models that are nonlinear in 
the parameters. The random fatigue-limit model is in this category. Ford, Titterington, and 
Kitsos (1989) review previous work on nonlinear experimental designs. 
Because the VCV matrix depends on model parameters under the random fatigue-limit 
model, we use planning values for these parameters to evaluate the properties of test plans. An 
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optimum plan based on these planning values is called a locally-optimal design (first introduced 
by ChernolF 1953). Below, we obtain optimum plans based on planning values and study their 
robustness to misspecification of model parameters. 
ChernofF (1962) studies ML estimation with the exponential distribution and censoring. 
He investigates optimum plans for simultaneous accelerated testing with Type I censoring and 
sequential testing with complete data. Nelson and Kielpinski (1975,1976) study ML estimation 
of the median of normal and lognormaJ life distributions in accelerated life tests with Type I 
censoring. They model the (log) median as a linear function of stress and assumed that the 
lognormal shape parameter was constant. They give optimum test plans and "standard" test 
plans with equally-spaced stress levels and equal allocation of test units. Optimality is with 
respect to minimum asymptotic variance of the ML estimate of the mean fatigue life given the 
stress. 
Nelson and Meeker (1978) show that standard (or traditional) test plans can lead to in­
efficient plans for estimating product life at low stress levels. They study optimum plans for 
estimating quantiles of the Weibull or smallest extreme value distribution at the design stress 
with Type I censoring. The optimization criterion is to minimize the large sample variance 
of the ML estimators. They assume that the inverse power law model holds and remark that 
optimum designs depend on the model parameter values. Meeker (1984) studies accelerated 
life test plans under the Weibull and lognormal distributions with Type I censoring. Using 
criteria based on the asymptotic variances of quantities of interest and the expected number 
of failures, he compares best standard plans, best compromise plans and best equal expected 
number failing plans each with three subexperiments. He shows that compromise plans are 
more robust to parameter or distribution misspecification than the other optimum plans. 
Gertsbakh (1996) obtains optimum life test plans with a limited number of test positions 
and Type I censoring. He assumes an exponential distribution with the log mean regressed 
on covariates representing test conditions. To compare plans, he computes the sum of the 
asymptotic variances of regression coefficients under each plan. 
Mann (1972) estimates quantiles of the extreme value distribution at design stress using lin­
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ear estimation with order statistics. She obtains approximately optimum designs with Type II 
censoring where testing is stopped after a certain proportion of units have failed. Escobar and 
Meeker (1986) study accelerated test plans with Type II censoring that minimize the variance 
of the best linear unbiased estimator of a quantile of life distribution at design conditions. They 
remark that optimum plans may have practical shortcomings, but they provide benchmarks 
from which more practical plans may be developed. 
3.3 The Design Problem 
3.3.1 Design Variables and Experimentzd Constrzdnts 
A test plan consists of m subexperiments at different levels of stress. In subexperiment i. 
units are tested at stress level s,-. Let si, and su be the lower and upper bounds, respectively, 
for Si. Let i,- = log(s,), xl = log(s£,) and xu = Iog(s(/). Let tt,- be the proportion of all 
units tested in subexperiment i. The design problem is to choose xi, .... 
satisfying the constraints 
• l£, ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ~ 
• = 1 
and subject to an optimization criterion. The bounds i£, and xu are determined by practical 
considerations. Previous experiments can be used to determine the range of stress within which 
the assumed model holds. Note that the upper stress level is fixed at xir. The lower bound is 
chosen so that log stresses above it produce enough failures within time constraints. 
Let the vector d,- = (x,-, TT,) denote the design point corresponding to subexperiment i. A 
test plan may be defined by the matrix D whose I'th row is 
Below are the types of test plans we consider here. 
• Traditional Plans. The x,'s are equally spaced and the 7r,'s are equal, that is, test units 
are allocated to the subexperiments equally. 
• General Plans. The x,'s and the 7r,'s are chosen to optimize a specified design criterion. 
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For equally-spaced stress levels, the i,'s are given by z,- = ii + - 1) for i = 1 m. 
If units are equally-allocated, we have s*,- = ;^ for t = 1, The design problem for 
traditionaJ plans reduces to selecting only one stress level, say, xi. The general plan has more 
flexibility in the choice of stress levels and allocations. 
We may also choose the time tc at which to remove unfailed units (Type I censoring). If 
there were no time limit on the whole experiment, it would be optimum to let ail units fail. 
However, in actual applications, there are time and budget constraints and it is common in 
test runs to replace units upon failure or after a certain length of time without fciiling. We 
study optimum plans under different censoring times tc-
In the discussions below, we refer to approximate designs in which unit allocations to stress 
levels are expressed as proportions n-,-. Exact designs restrict allocation to integers. Kiefer and 
Wolfowitz (1959) and Kiefer (1960) discuss both approximate and exact designs. We shall use 
approximate designs as references from which we obtain exact designs. 
3.3.2 Optimization Criterion 
In this section, we discuss optimization criterion functions defined over all possible designs 
D that are used to compare designs. Let V be the set of all test plans. A test plan D' is 
optimum with respect to some optimization criterion 9 over all designs D e V if 
^ {D ' )  =  
The goal of the experiment is to estimate model parameters or functions thereof. Thus, 
the criterion function should express the level of estimation efficiency achieved with a given 
design D. Let F(D) be the expected Fisher information matrix of the observations obtained 
under the design D. The inverse of the information matrix provides an approximation for the 
variance-covariance matrix for the ML estimators of the model parameters. We can write 
^ (D)=^(F(D))  
where g( - )  is a real-value function defined over the set of all possible Fisher information ma­
trices. 
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3.4 The Random Fatigue-Limit Model and Maximum Likelihood Methods 
This section reviews the underlying statistical model for the design problem. Pascual and 
Meeker (1997) introduce a random fatigue-limit model to describe the relationship between 
the applied stress and fatigue life. The model assumes the existence of a fatigue limit, a stress 
level below which failure is unlikely. We use ML methods to estimate quantities of interest 
and use asymptotic results to study large-sample properties of ML estimators. 
3.4.1 The Random Fatigue-Limit Model 
Let Y be the fatigue life and s the stress level. We model V as 
log(y) = /3o + /3i log(s - t) + e. s > 7, 
where 0o and /3i are fatigue curve coefficients, 7 is the fatigue limit of the specimen, c is the 
error term, and log denotes natural logarithm. 
Let V = log(7) and suppose that V has probability density function (pdf) 
= — ( f )v ( - — 
y (Ty J 
where is the normal pdf with mean iiy and standard deviation 
Let I = log(s) and W = log(y). Assume that conditioned on a fixed value of V < x, ' 
has pdf 
where (f>w\v{') is the standardized normal pdf with mean -(- /3i log(exp(i) - exp(t;)) and 
standard deviation a. The marginal pdf of W is 
where 6 = {0o,0i, a, and fi{x,v,0) = 0q + log(exp(z) - exp(t;)). The marginal 
cumulative distribution function (cdf) of W is 
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where $w'iv(") is the cdf of W\V. We will refer to this statistical model as the random fatigue-
limit model. There are no closed forms for the density and distribution functions of W. We 
evaluate them numerically. 
3.4.2 Maximum Likelihood Methods 
We use ML methods to estimate quantities of interest under the random fatigue-limit 
model. Statistical theory suggests that ML estimators, in general, have favorable asymptotic 
(large sample) properties. For "large" sample sizes and under certain conditions on the fatigue 
life distribution, the distribution of ML estimators is approximately multivariate normal with 
mean vector equal to the vector of true values being estimated and standard deviations no 
larger than that of any other competing estimators. See Chapter 5 of Nelson (1990) for an 
in-depth discussion of ML estimation. 
3.4.2.1 Likelihood Function 
For the random fatigue-limit model defined above with sample data tui = log(i/i) 
Wji = log(yn) at log stress levels xi, ..., Xn, respectively, the sample likelihood is 
L{9)  = JJ Xi ,  0)]^' [1 - Fwiwi; z,-, 0)]' 
t=l 
where 
1 if Wi is a failure 
Si = 
0 if Wi is a censored value. 
The function L{0)  can be interpreted as being approximately proportional to the probability 
of observing yi,..., yn, for a given set of parameters 0. Generally, it is easier to work with 
the sample log-likelihood function 
C{9)  =  log[L id ) ]  =  f2Ci{e )  
«=1 
where 
Ci{0)  =  Si  \ og[ fw{wi ;  X i ,  0)] -f- (1 - S i )  log[l - Fwiwi; x.-, fl)] 
represents the contribution of observation i. The ML estimate ^ of 0 is the set of parameter 
va lues  t ha t  max imizes  L{0)  or  C{0) .  
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3.4.2.2 The Asymptotic Distribution of Maximum Likelihood Estimators 
and Fisher Information 
Under standard regularity conditions (e.g., page 429 in Lehmann 1983), y/n[0 — 0) is 
asymptotically multivariate normal with mean zero and variance-covariance matrix Dg =2^"' 
u 
where 
d^c{e )  
= lim < —I 
n—foo I n dOdO' 
If the sample consists of independently and identically distributed observations, nl simplifies 
to the well-known Fisher information matrix for 0 and we write 
d^C{0) '  
nl = E 
8080' 
The observations from actual experiments are obtained from several subexperiments. Recall 
that each subexperiment corresponds to a distinct stress level. The information matrix nl 
for the entire experiment is written as a sum of the Fisher information matrices for the m 
subexperiments. Appendix B gives formulas for the elements of the information matrix under 
the random fatigue-limit model. 
Besides 0 ,  we may also be interested in estimating functions of 0 .  Let h(0 )  be a vector 
function with continuous first derivatives with respect to the elements of 0. The maximum 
likelihood estimator of h{0) is hi0). The asymptotic distribution of \/n[^(^) — 4(®)] is 
multivariate normal with mean zero and variance-covariance matrix 
- I se I I ae 
See page 294 of Nelson (1990). Below we use the asymptotic variance of the ML estimator of 
quantiles to compare test plans. Appendix B gives expressions for the derivatives necessary to 
compute the asymptotic variance. 
3.5 Numeric^ Example 
Consider the laminate panel data introduced in Section 3.1.2. To illustrate the discussions 
above, suppose that the experiment is at the planning stage and interest is in quantiles over a 
range of stress levels. 
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Pascuai and Meeker (1997) show that the normal-normal distribution combination 
and V are both normally distributed) for the random fatigue-limit model provides the best 
fit to the laminate panel data. The ML estimates of the model parameters are Qq = 30.272. 
= —5.100, a = 0.289, JL, = 5.366, and = 0.031. We use these as planning values for 
a subsequent experiment. If planning is for a pilot experiment, values can be obtained from 
engineering judgment or information from past experiments on similar materials. 
The design problem involves determining optimum stress levels ii, im and proportion 
allocations tpi, ..., 7r„, where m = 3 or 4. This is done for the traditional and general test 
plans discussed in Section 3.3.1. 
3.5.1 Experimental Region 
The scope of the experiment is determined by factors, possibly interrelated, such as physical 
constraints, research objectives, and model adequacy. Often, ideal situations for one factor may 
not be so for another. For instance, improvements in estimation efficiency may be achieved 
at the expense of more test units. To define the limits of the experiment, the researcher must 
assess the importance of relevant factors and investigate tradeoffs between them. 
For the test plans below, we have the following considerations. 
• Range of interest and model adequacy. Figure 3.1 gives a plot of the laminate panel 
data. It also gives the ML estimates of the 0.05, 0.50 and 0.95 quantiles when V and 
W\V in the random fatigue-limit model have normal distributions. The plot indicates 
that the model provides an adequate description of the stress-life relationship within the 
range of the data set. In planning future tests, the bounds xl and xu should, as much 
as possible, be chosen to encompass the range of (log) stresses of interest and over which 
the model holds. The choice of range is often based on engineering judgment and other 
available information. 
• Availability of test units. The sample size n determines the number of test specimens 
that can be allocated at each stress level of the experiment. It also determines the level 
of estimation efficiency that can be achieved. 
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• Total experiment duration. Figure 3.1 suggests that higher stress levels produce failures 
more quickly than lower levels. Nonfailing units are often removed from testing after a 
specified length of time tc without failure. The design problem includes finding combi­
nations of stress levels and censoring time so as to stay within the total experiment 
duration while attaining an adequate level of eiBciency. 
For the test plans below, we choose = log(250), xu = log(380) and tc = 5,20 or 50 million 
cycles. 
3.5.2 Optimization Criterion 
Researchers often need information on fatigue life for a range of stress levels. Suppose that 
investigators in the laminate panel example are interested in quantiles of fatigue life for stress 
between 270 MPa and 380 MPa. Let y,(s) be the q quantile of fatigue life at stress s and let 
y,(s) be its ML estimator. The optimization criterion function is defined by 
/•380 
9{D,q )=  u;(s)AVarD[log(y,(s))]rfs 
J270 
where a;(s) is a nonnegative weighting function and AVar£)[-] denotes asymptotic variance under 
the design D. If estimation of quantiles at lower stresses is more important than at higher 
stresses, a decreasing w{s) is appropriate. For the discussions below, we choose q = 0.05, 0.50 
and uniform u;(s) = 1/110 for 270 < s < 380. In this case, we can interpret ^ as an average 
asymptotic variance of the ML estimators of life distribution quantiles over the specified range 
of stress. 
We consider the following types of test plans: 
• Traditional plans with 3 stress levels 
• Traditional plans with 4 stress levels 
• General plans with 3 stress levels 
• General plans with 4 stress levels 
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The best traditional plan with 3 stress levels minimizes $ among all 3-stress traditional plans. 
Best test plans for the other types are similarly defined. The set V consists of all four types 
of plans and an optimum plan D* is a design such that is minimum over V. 
3.6 Tabulation of Results: Best Traditional and General Plans 
In this section, we present best test plans with Type I censoring as described in the previous 
section. We compare the efficiency as expressed by the optimization criterion (average 
asymptotic variance) of the best (approximate) plans with that of the original plan. Using 
simulation, we compare total test length distributions under exact plans based on the optimum 
and original plans. For this purpose, we assume that 
• The sample size is n = 120. 
• Units are tested simultaneously in 5 test positions. Units from the lowest stress level are 
test first, units from the next lowest stress are tested next, and so on. 
• Failing units are replaced instantaneously with new ones, and nonfailing units are taken 
off test at tc million cycles. 
We obtain exact plans by multiplying the sample size n by the allocations 7r,'s and rounding 
to the nearest integer. The best plans will serve as guidelines for actual plans for practical 
implementation. 
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 give the best traditional and general test plans with tc = 5,20 or 
50 million cycles for estimating the 0.05 and 0.50 quantiles, respectively. The values of the 
optimization criterion 'J' under the original plan Do are also given in the tables. We have the 
following remarks: 
• For estimating the 0.05 or 0.50 quantiles and any value of tc, the best general plan with 
3 stress levels is optimum. The best general plan with 4 stress levels degenerates to the 
best general plan with 3 stress levels. This suggests that if the model holds, plans with 
3 stress levels are generally more efficient than those with 4 levels. 
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• The best plans provide improvements over the original test plans. Efficiency is improved 
by as much as 30% with the best improvement when tc = o million cycles. The best 
traditional plans yield reasonable efficiency. 
• The (log) stress levels for best 3-stress general plans seem fairly close to being equally-
spaced. These plans diflfer from best traditional plans mainly in the allocations of test 
units. 
• Consider tc = o million cycles. In the best plans, si is higher than the lowest stress 
level of 270 MPa in the original plan. This is because low values of si may not produce 
enough failures by 5 million cycles. Ideally, given the stress level, tc should be at the level 
of a quantile higher than the quantile of interest. In the plans for estimating the 0.05 
quantiles, 5 million cycles is roughly the 0.20 quantile at Si. In the plans for estimating 
the median, 5 million cycles is always greater than the fatigue life median at si. If heavy 
censoring is expected, testing at higher stresses is recommended in order to obtain a 
desired number of failures and, thus, a desired level of efficiency. 
Exact plans based on the original and optimum plans for sample size n = 120 are given in 
Table 3.3. We simulate these plans 2000 times and obtain information on the distribution of 
the total test length L. Table 3.4 gives the mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation 
(CV) and quantiles of L based on the simulations. The coefficient of variation is the standard 
deviation as a percentage of the mean. The table also gives the average asymptotic variances 
of the ML estimators of the 0.05 and 0.50 quantiles under the original and optimum plans. 
In most cases, the optimum plans provide improvements not only in efficiency but also in 
reduced total testing time. The optimum plans with tc = 50 million cycles take longer mainly 
because they have lower si values than the original plan. We can still shorten testing time by 
shifting the allocations of test units from lower to higher stress levels without significant losses 
in efficiency. 
The optimum plans obtained here serve as guidelines for actual tests and are not necessarily 
the plans that will be implemented in practice. The optimality of these plans depends on the 
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appropriateness of the planning values of the random fatigue-limit model parameters. In the 
next section, we investigate the robustness of the best plans to departures in planning values. 
3.7 Comparison of Traditional Plans 
The results in the previous section suggest that traditional plans are not only more efficient 
than the original plan but also competitive with the optimum plans (best general three-stress 
plans). Below, we focus on traditional plans and compare their efficiency. We broaden the 
scope by including traditional plans with 5 stress levels. 
We let the lowest stress si vary between 245 and 310 MPa and compute the corresponding 
average asymptotic variance of the ML estimators of 0.05 quantiles between stresses 270 and 
380 MPa. We study traditional plajis with 3, 4 and 5 stress levels and censoring times tc = 5.20 
and 50 million cycles. Figure 3.2 plots the average asymptotic variances of the ML estimators 
of the 0.05 quantiles versus si for these plans. We have the following comments: 
• With the highest stress fixed at 380 MPa, high values of Sj (e.g., si > 300 MPa) are not 
recommended. This is intuitive because increasing Si shrinks the range of the experi­
ment and increases the uncertainty in estimating model parameters and, consequently, 
in estimating the 0.05 quantiles. 
• For the given planning values, either tc = 20 or 50 million cycles is recommended over 
tc = 5 in general. Low tc results in more censoring and reduced efficiency. 
• When most observations are failures (high tc), 3, 4 and 5-stress plans yield similar effi­
ciency. On the other hand, when there is heavy censoring (low tc) and Si is low, 4 and 
5-stress plans are clearly more efficient than 3-stress plans. This is probably because 
there are more censored observations at lower values of si in 3-stress plans than in 4 
or 5-stress plans. Thirty-three percent of observations are allocated at si in a 3-stress 
plan while 25% and 20% are allocated in 4 and 5-stress plans, respectively. This suggests 
that 3-stress plans may not be as robust as 4 or 5-stress plans to departures in model 
parameter values. Three-stress plans may not perform well under parameter values that 
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result in heavy censoring at tc- A fourth or fifth stress level provides a safeguard against 
parameter misspecification. Note that under the specified planning values, the 3-stress 
plans have lower average variance than those of the 4 or 5-stress plans. Section 3.8 
contains a more detailed assessment of test plan sensitivity to shifts in parameter values. 
• A plot (not shown here) like Figure 3.2 but for the medians (0.50 quantiles) is similar. 
Thus, our suggestions for using traditional plans for estimating the median are the same. 
3.8 Sensitivity to Misspecified Planning Values 
In this section, we study the sensitivity of the best plans to parameter misspecification. We 
obtain best plans under misspecified parameter values and evaluate them under the correct 
values. 
3.8.1 Effect of Psirameter Shifts on Quantile Curves 
Figure 3.3 shows the efifects of shifts in the parameter values on the quantile curves. We 
use the planning values from Section 3.-5 as baseline parameter values and shift the value of 
one parameter about its true value while holding the others fixed. The solid lines in the plot 
correspond to the baseline curves and dotted lines to the shifted curves. We note: 
• A change in /3o, in general, shifts the quantiles up or down. 
• A change in /3i also shifts the quantiles up or down, but it also influences the "slope" of 
the quantile curves. 
• CT, in general, affects the spread of observations at a given stress. 
• ^ affects the quantiles, but also determines the amount of curvature in the quantile 
curves. 
• <T^ alfects the spread of observations, but also determines the skewness of the distribution 
given the stress level. 
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Table 3.1 Stress Levels and Proportion Allocations under the Best Test Plans for Es­
timating the 0.05 Quantiles 
Si S2 S3 S4 S5 
Plan Plan Type" tti 1^2 ^3 ""4 5^ ^ 
Original 270.0 280.0 300.0 340.0 380.00 1.0990 
0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
tc = 5 Traditional 279.6 326.0 380.0 - — 0.9867 
million 3 stress 0.33 0.33 0.33 — — 
cycles levels General 279.8 320.5 380.0 - — 0.9459 
(Optimum) 0.35 0.40 0.25 — — 
4 stress Traditional 279.1 309.4 342.9 380.0 — 1.0020 
levels 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
Original 270.0 280.0 300.0 340.0 380.00 0.8461 
0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
tc = 20 Traditional 273.8 322.6 380.0 — — 0.8157 
million 3 stress 0.33 0.33 0.33 - — 
cycles levels General 266.4 306.2 380.0 - — 0.7903 
(Optimum) 0.20 0.48 0.32 - — 
4 stress Traditional 270.3 302.8 339.2 380.0 — 0.8196 
levels 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
Original 270.0 280.0 300.0 340.0 380.00 0.8144 
0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
tc = 50 Traditional 269.0 319.7 380.0 — — 0.7642 
million 3 stress 0.33 0.33 0.33 — — 
cycles levels General 265.5 307.2 380.0 - — 0.7442 
(Optimum) 0.23 0.44 0.33 — — 
4 stress Traditional 266.9 300.3 337.8 380.0 0.7668 
levels 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
"The best general plan for 4 stress levels degenerate to the best general plan for 3 stress levels. 
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Table 3.2 Stress Levels and Proportion Allocations under the Best Test Plans for Es­
timating the 0.50 Quantiles 
Si Sj S3 S4 S5 
Plan Plan Type" tti ^ 714 7J5 ^ 
Original 270.0 280.0 300.0 340.0 380.00 1.1540 
0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
tc = 5 Traditional 285.3 329.3 380.0 - - 0.9277 
million 3 stress 0.33 0.33 0.33 — -
cycles levels General 285.3 328.0 380.0 — - 0.8122 
(Optimum) 0.48 0.35 0.17 - -
4 stress Traditional 283.9 312.9 344.8 380.0 - 1.0460 
levels 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
Original 270.0 280.0 300.0 340.0 380.00 0.5363 
0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
t c  = 20 Traditional 271.9 321.5 380.0 - - 0.5156 
million 3 stress 0.33 0.33 0.33 - -
cycles levels General 270.9 314.6 380.0 — - 0.4714 
(Optimum) 0.31 0.45 0.24 — -
4 stress Traditional 270.1 302.7 339.1 380.0 - 0.5086 
levels 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
Original 270.0 280.0 300.0 340.0 380.00 0.5179 
0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
t c  = 50 Traditional 267.7 318.9 380.0 - - 0.4932 
million 3 stress 0.33 0.33 0.33 — -
cycles levels General 262.4 307.3 380.0 - - 0.4261 
(Optimum) 0.22 0.52 0.26 - -
4 stress Traditional 264.3 298.3 336.7 380.0 - 0.4667 
levels 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
°The best general plan for 4 stress levels degenerate to the best general plan for 3 stress levels. 
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Table 3.3 Stress Levels and Allocations under the Original 
and Optimum Plans for Sample Size n = 120 
Si S2 S3 S4 S5 
Plan ni n2 "3 714 "5 
Original Plan 270.0 280.0 300.0 340.0 380.0 
24.0 24.0 24.0 24.0 24.0 
tc = 5 Optimum 279.8 320.5 380.0 — — 
million ivomis)) 42.0 47.0 31.0 — -
cycles Optimum 285.3 328.0 380.0 — -
(yo.5o(s)) 58.0 42.0 20.0 — -
fc = 20 Optimum 266.4 306.2 380.0 — — 
million (l/o.osCs)) 24.0 58.0 38.0 — — 
cycles Optimum 270.9 314.6 380.0 — — 
(yo.5o(s)) 37.0 55.0 28.0 — -
tc = 50 Optimum 265.5 307.2 380.0 — — 
million (yo.o5(s)) 28.0 52.0 40.0 — -
cycles Optimum 262.4 307.3 380.0 - -
(yo.5o(s)) 27.0 62.0 31.0 — -
Table 3.4 Simulated Statistics on Total Test Length L (in millions of cycles) under the 
Original and Optimum Plans for Sample Size n = 120 
Plan LO.05 Lo.so LO.95 ML O'L CV (%) 0.05 0.50 
tc = 0 Original Plan 66 75 106 79 21 27.0 1.0990 1.1540 
million Optimum (yo.o5(s)) 47 51 57 52 5 9.4 0.9460 1.0500 
cycles Optimum (yo.5o(s)) 52 55 59 55 2 4.2 1.0380 0.8120 
tc = 20 Original Plan 119 134 157 136 15 10.8 0.8461 0.5363 
million Optimum (yo.o5(s)) 100 115 173 125 50 40.0 0.7903 0.5183 
cycles Optimum (yo.5o(s)) 112 126 145 127 13 9.9 0.8110 0.4714 
tc = 50 Original Plan 136 161 191 163 24 14.9 0.8144 0.5174 
million Optimum (yo.o5(s)) 158 188 233 195 55 28.3 0.7442 0.4430 
cycles Optimum (yo.5o(s)) 188 224 327 245 125 51.1 0.7619 0.4261 
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3.8.2 Sensitivity of Best Plans to Planning Value Misspecifications 
To illustrate test plan sensitivity to planning value misspeciiications, we focus on the pa­
rameters 00 and /ty. As shown in Section 3.8, larger values of Po (with the other parameters 
fixed) yield higher quantiles. Larger values of fju, (with the other parameters fixed) result in 
more curvature in the stress-life relationship. Below, we compare the best 3-stress general plans 
and best 3, 4 and 5-stress traditional plans in terms of sensitivity to /3o and /x-, misspecification. 
Keeping the other parameters fixed, we specify a value of /?o between 27.5 and 33.5 and 
compute the corresponding best traditional and general plans. For these plans, we obtain the 
average asymptotic variance of the ML estimators of the 0.05 quantiles under the true value 
Po = 30.27. Figure 3.4 plots these variances against the specified values of 0o. The minimum 
point, of course, occurs when 0q = 30.27. Figure 3.5 is an analogous plot for ranging 
between 5.1 and 5.6. The baseline value for fju, is 5.366. 
We have the following comments: 
• When there is heavy censoring (low tc) the best general plans are not as robust as the best 
traditional plans. Using a traditional plan with 5 levels provides some added robustness 
to misspecification of planning values. 
• The plajis yield similar efficiencies and are more robust for higher values of tc. 
• The loss in efficiency due to misspecification appears to be greater when planning values 
overstate the true values. This is probably because larger values of either Pq or result 
in lower proportion failing at for a given stress. In this case, best test plans tend to 
have larger values of si so that more failures would occur. This, however, shrinks the 
scope of the experiment. On the other hand, understated values result in a wider scope 
of the experiment. Thus, conservative planning values are those that understate Pq and 
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3.9 Conclusions and Areas for Further Research 
The results presented in this paper suggest that if interest is in quantile curves, traxlitional 
plans with 4 or 5 stress levels are more robust than 3-stress plans to misspecifications of the 
random fatigue-limit model parameters. The robustness is crucial when there is heavy cen­
soring in the experiment. The extra stress level or two provides a safeguard against censoring 
heavier than expected that might stem from model misspecification. 
The optimization criterion we use here expresses our interest in quantile curves. Also, we 
assume that the stress-life relationship follows the random fatigue-limit model with V and 
W\V both normally distributed. Best traditional and general plans under different criteria 
and/or distributional assumptions should be studied. The corresponding sensitivity analyses 
will determine whether or not the robustness of 4 and 5-stress traditional plans holds in other 
situations as well. The procedure we follow will be similar to what has been done in this paper 
and we do not foresee any difficulties in broaxlening the results to other situations. 
The sensitivity analysis performed above covers only the robustness of plans to misspec­
ification of one parameter at a time. We mentioned earlier that there may be interactions 
between model parameters in determining the characteristics of the quantile curves. Investi­
gating the effects of shifts in 2 or more model parameters provides a more realistic approach 
in studying robustness of test plans. 
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4 THE MODIFIED SUDDEN DEATH TEST: PLANNING LIFE TESTS 
WITH A LIMITED NUMBER OF TEST POSITIONS 
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Testing and EvaJuation 
Francis G. Pascual and W. Q. Meeker 
Abstract 
We present modified sudden death test (MSDT) plans to address the problem of limited testing 
positions in life tests. A single MSDT involves testing k specimens simultaneously until the rth 
failure. The traulitional sudden death test (SDT) is a special case when r = 1. The complete 
MSDT plan consists of g single MSDTs run in sequence. When r > 1, there can be up to r - 1 
idle test positions at any time. We propose testing "standby" specimens in the idle positions 
and use simulation to gauge the improvement over the basic MSDT plan. We evaluate test 
plans with respect to the asymptotic variance of maximum likelihood estimators of quantities 
of interest, total experiment duration and sample size. In contrast to traditional experimental 
plans, shorter total testing time and smaller sample sizes are possible under MSDT plans. 
KEY WORDS: Cornish-Fisher expansions; Limited test positions; Maodmum likelihood meth­
ods; Modified sudden death test; Sudden death test; Type I and Type II censoring, Weibull 
distribution. 
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4.1 Introduction 
4.1.1 Motivation 
In fatigue life tests of materials, experimenters are constrained not only by time and the 
number of test specimens but also by the additional constraint of limited testing positions. 
The cost of purchasing and maintaining test stands and other equipment limits the number 
of units that can be tested simultaneously. In fatigue testing shops, for instance, typically 
only a small number of test machines are available. Laboratory testing of components in an 
automobile engine requires the use of expensive "test stands." Dynamic testing of rf power 
devices requires expensive and complicated electronic circuitry to drive each device. When 
interest centers on the lower part of life distribution, it is unnecessary and even detrimental 
to accuracy to run all units until failure. In this paper, we study a test procedure to address 
these issues, particularly, the issue of a limited number of test positions. 
4.1.2 Related Work 
Gertsbakh (1996) obtains optimal test plans with a limited number of test positions and 
Type I censoring under an exponential regression model. A complete test plan consists of g 
stages of fixed lengths. The sum of these lengths serves as another test constraint. In each 
stage, devices are immediately restored upon failure and runouts (right-censored observations) 
occur when the stage duration expires. To evaluate plans, he uses the criterion of minimizing 
the sum of the asymptotic variances of estimators of the regression model coefficients. 
A solution to the problem of limited test positions is the traditional sudden death experi­
ment where k units are put on test until the first failure. Johnson (1964) discusses how sudden 
death experiments can significantly reduce testing time and still yield estimates of Weibull 
quantiles that are just as precise as when all observations are failures. Kececioglu (1993) illus­
trates how sudden death testing can be used to estimate life distribution quantiles for Weibull 
distributions. We shall see in the discussions below, however, that the tests designed to stop 
at the second, third, or some subsequent failure in the group can provide a test that is better 
than the sudden death test. 
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Suzuki, Ohtsuka and Ashitate (1992) study test plans that consist of g simultaneous sud­
den death experiments with k units. Assuming that fatigue life is distributed Weibull, they 
investigate plans under different values of g and k through majdmum likelihood methods. They 
also incorporate the idea of Type II censoring in the plans as a generalization. That is, they 
terminate the experiment at the pth sudden death failure. They use a transformed expression 
for the total test length L to compare different values of k and p. 
We generalize the concept of a sudden death test (SDT) by considering the modified sudden 
death test (MSDT) that tests k units until the rth failure. The MSDT includes the SDT as 
a special case when r = 1. The test plans we consider below consist of running g MSDTs 
in sequence. We illustrate these test plans by relating them to actual life data sets. We use 
efficiency, sample size, and total testing time as a set of simple criteria for choosing reasonable 
test plans. 
The modified sudden death test plans discussed below are related to Type II or 'i'ail-
ure" censoring where specimens are removed from testing when a certain number has failed. 
Halperin (1952) and Battacharj^a (1985) show that, under certain regularity conditions, max­
imum likelihood estimators based on Type II censored data are consistent, asymptotically 
normally distributed and efficient. Halperin (1952) mentions that Type II censoring in de­
structive tests helps maintain the total monetary loss within budget restrictions. Escobar and 
Meeker (1986) study experimental test plans for accelerated life tests with Type II censored 
data. They mention that Type II censoring provides more control of the amount of information 
obtained from the experiment. Escobar and Meeker (1994) give an algorithm to compute the 
variance factors for the Fisher information matrix for the extreme value, normal and logistic 
distributions with censoring. We use this algorithm to compute large-sample approximate 
variances for estimators from modified sudden death tests. 
4.1.3 Approach 
In practice, it is common to test specimens in sequence so that failures are replaced as 
soon as they occur and nonfailing units are removed after a predetermined length of time 
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(e.g., 100 thousand cycles). We shall refer to this as the traditional experiment and use this 
as a reference point in studying MSDT plans. For fixed values of k and r, we determine 
the number g of modified sudden death tests required to achieve precision similar to that 
of a traditional experiment. We will measure precision in terms of asymptotic variances of 
maximum likelihood (ML) estimators of quantiles of the life distribution. We vary the values 
of g and r in the test plans to study the tradeoffs between sample size, estimation accuracy, and 
total duration of testing. We investigate situations where MSDT plans provide improvements 
over the traditional plan. 
When r > 1, there is a maximum of r — 1 idle test positions at any time during testing. .A.s 
an improvement on the modified sudden death test, we propose the use of "standby" specimens 
to be tested in idle test positions. We gauge the improvement over the basic modified sudden 
death test through simulation studies. 
The distribution of test length L under MSDT plans does not have a simple closed form. We 
approximate quantiles of L by Cornish-Fisher expansion approximations. These methods use 
cumulants which are easily computed for the Weibull distribution. Cornish and Fisher (1937) 
and Fisher and Cornish (1960) provide formulas for approximating quantiles of random vari­
ables whose cumulants are known. Johnson, Kotz and Balakrishnan (1994) provide formulas 
for the pdf, moments and cumulants of Weibull order statistics. 
4.1.4 Overview 
Section 4.2 describes the modified sudden death test and discusses notation and distribu­
tional assumptions. Section 4.4 discusses the distribution of total testing time under an MSDT 
plan. In Section 4.5, we present the results of simulation studies to evaluate small-sample prop­
erties of MSDT plans. The similarities between small and large-sample properties suggest that 
large-sample approximations provide a computationally efficient method of comparing MSDT 
plans. In Section 4.6, we include standby specimens in MSDT plans to utilize idle test posi­
tions and, thus, improve the efficiency of the plans. In Section 4.7, we apply MSDT plans to 
practical situations and discuss advantages of using these plans. We evaluate plans in terms 
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of asymptotic and small-sample efficiency of the maximum likelihood estimators, total testing 
time, and sample size. Section 4.8 outlines possible areas for further research. 
4.2 The Modified Sudden Death Test, Notation and Distributional Assump­
tions 
In traditional tests, specimens are tested in sequence and failures are replaced as soon as 
they occur. Unfailed units (runouts) are removed after a certain length of time (time or Type I 
censoring). There is, however, some diflBculty in deciding when to take specimens off testing. 
First, predetermined censoring times do not guarantee enough failures to carry out analysis at 
a desirable level of awrcuracy. Second, choosing a Type I censoring time requires knowledge of 
the life distribution and test results are highly sensitive to the choice. Unless prior knowledge 
of the life distribution is available or the censoring times are determined dynamically in the 
progress of the experiment, the above strategy can lead to results that fall short of expectations 
and needs. Below we study the modified sudden death test (extended Type II censoring) as 
an alternative to the extended Type I strategy in traditional tests. We also specify the scope 
of the problem and introduce notation that we will be using henceforth. 
A single MSDT involves testing k specimens simultaneously until the rth failure occurs at 
which time all remaining specimens are removed. This results in r failures and k — r runouts. 
The traditional SDT is a special case when r = 1. The complete MSDT, proposed here, 
consists of running g single MSDTs in sequence. Thus, the test has a total of gr failures and 
gk — gr runouts out of gk specimens. We will use the notation MSDT(5, fc, r) to denote this 
e x p e r i m e n t .  A  s i n g l e  M S D T  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  M S D T ( 1 ,  k ,  r ) .  
The special case MSDT(1, k, r) is known as Type II or "failure" censoring in the literature. 
In Type II censoring, testing is terminated when a certain number of specimens on test has 
failed. In general, an MSDT(y, k, r) can be viewed as a sequence of Type II censored life 
tests. Thus, the properties of estimators from MSDTs follow from those of Type II censored 
life tests. 
We use the following approach to study the performance of MSDT(5, k, r) plans under 
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different values of g, k and r. Suppose we are interested in estimating the q quantile of life 
distribution under a fixed set of experimental conditions. Let Yij be the jth observation in the 
ith single MSDT for i  = 1, . . . , g  and j  = 1, Assume that Yij, i =  1, . . . , 5 , j =  1  k  
are identically and independently distributed Weibull with scale and shape parameters a and 
0, respectively, where a, /? > 0. The probability density and cumulative distribution functions 
of Yij are given by 
, y > 0, 
and 
Fviy) = 1 - exp 
- (f)']. . > 0. 
respectively. For the discussions that follow, we will assume, without loss of generality, that 
a = 1 since the desired scale is achieved by multipljdng the appropriate constant to Yij. 
4.3 The Asymptotic Variance of the Maximum Likelihood Estimator of 
Population Quantiles 
Suppose that the objective of the life test is to estimate the q quantile of by ML methods. 
Let I/, be the q quantile of Yij and y, be its ML estimator. The asymptotic variance of log(y,) 
is given by the equation 
gk0^AVa,i{\ogyg) = ^—f r { f 2 2  + /ii[Iog(- log(l - g))]^ - 2/i2[log(- log(l - g))]} (4.1) 
/11/22 - Ji2 
where 
,  f u  f l 2  
gkp^ 
fl2 /22 
is the Fisher information matrix under MSDT(y, fc, r) and log denotes natural logarithm. 
Escobar and Meeker (1994) give numerical algorithms to compute the /,j's. Note that the 
r i g h t  h a n d  s i d e  o f  ( 4 . 1 )  d e p e n d s  o n  t h e  p r o p o r t i o n  f a i l i n g  p .  F o r  M S D T  p l a n s ,  p  =  r / k .  
Figure 4.1 plots yA:/3^AVar(logy,) versus q for different values of p. Our results will show 
that a general rule of thumb in selecting a "good" MSDT plan is to choose the smallest r so 
that r/k is at least q and, if possible, as large as 2q. 
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Figure 4.1 Plot of Variance Factor versus q for the ML Es­
timators log(y,) 
4,4 Total Testing Time L under MSDT(p, A:, r) 
This section describes the distribution of total testing time L under the MSDT(ff. k, r) 
plan. We give expressions for L in terms of the sample data and formulas for its mean and 
variance. We obtain approximations of the quantiles of L by Cornish-Fisher expansions. We 
will use the information on the distribution of L to select practical MSDT test plans. 
Let Yi(r) denote the rth order statistic of Yn, ...,Yik for i  =  1 , 2 ,  Johnson et 
al. (1994) provide formulas for the pdf and moments of Weibull order statistics. The sth 
moment of Yif^r) 's given by 
The mean and variance of yj(r) are given by 
M(r) = E[y;(r)] (4.3) 
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and 
4) = EK?r)] - (4.4) 
respectively. 
The total length L of the experiment can be written as 
«=i 
The mean and variance of L  are H l = 9 f ^ { r )  = 9^(r)' respectively. 
Under the MSDT(^, k, r) plan, the distribution of L does not have a simple form. We 
approximate the quantiles of L by Cornish-Fisher expansions which use the cumulants of L. 
Let L' be the standardized version of L, that Is, L' = Let be the cumulants 
of L'. Let Lg and Zg denote, respectively, the q quantiles of L' and a standard normal random 
variable. 
A Cornish-Fisher expansion approximation of L'^ is given by 
L'g = zg + - 1) + ^^4(4 - 3zg} - - 52,). (4.5) 
Cornish and Fisher (1937) and Fisher and Cornish (1960) provide the derivation of this ap­
proximation. Appendix C gives details on the derivation. An approximation for L,, the q 
quantile of L, is Lq = + <^LL'q- This provides a more computationally efficient method of 
obtaining quantiles than simulation. 
4.5 Simulation Studies to Evaluate MSDT(^, fc, r) Plans under the Weibull 
Distribution 
This section uses simulation to present a broader study of small-sample behavior of the ML 
estimators of quantiles under MSDT plans. The results here also justify the use of asymptotic 
variance as a computationally efficient tool for comparing MSDT designs. 
For the simulation study below, we use the Weibull scale a = 19.59 and shape /? = 
2.35 (from the laminate panel example below) as planning values. We are interested in the 
MSDT(10, 5, r) plans for estimating the q quantile of the life distribution. In one simulation 
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replication, we draw 10 random samples of size 5 from the Weibull distribution and obtain 
the corresponding observations (failures/runouts) under MSDT(10, 5, r) for r = 1, ..., 5. For 
each r, we compute the ML estimate of log(y,) where y, is the q quantile. We repeat this 
procedure 4000 times. We use the variance of the 4000 estimates to compare plans and gauge 
the improvement larger values of r have over smaller ones. For purposes of consistency and 
comparisons, our approach here parallels that used to construct Figure 4.1. 
Under the plan MSDT(10, 5, r), there are 50 specimens tested yielding lOr failures and 
10()b-r) runouts. Table 4.1 gives the mean standard deviation ai and quantiles of length 
L of testing using formulas in Section 4.4. Fatigue life is given in millions of cycles. 
Table 4.1 Quantiles, Mean and Standard Deviation of Test Length under 
the Plans MSDT(10,5, r) for r = 1, ..., 5 
Plan Lqs Lso Lgs fii, ol 
MSDT(10,5, 1) 67 87 109 88 13 
MSDT(10,5,2) 110 131 153 131 13 
MSDT(10,5,3) 147 169 192 169 14 
MSDT(10,5,4) 186 210 236 211 15 
MSDT(10,5,5) 239 269 301 269 19 
Asymptotic theory suggests that in large samples the distribution of an ML estimator is 
approximately normal with mean equal to the true value being estimated. Figures 4.2 and 
4.3 give, respectively, a histogram plot and a normal probability plot of the first 200 ML 
estimates of log(0.05 quantile) under the plan MSDT(10, 5, 3). Under the true parameter 
values, log(0.05 quantile) is 1.7. 
Figure 4.4 gives a plot of the simulated values of 5A:/3^Var(log y,) versus q for MSDT(10, 5, r) 
plans with r = 1, ... ,5. The similarity between Figures 4.1 and 4.4 suggests that the asymp­
totic variance of ML estimators provides an adequate guideline for comparing MSDT plans. 
Figure 4.4 shows that the sudden death (r = 1) plan does not perform as well as the 
alternative plans, although it competes well for q quantiles for q in the vicinity of 0.10 to 
0.20. As expected, larger values of r are necessary to estimate larger quantiles with improved 
precision. The intuitive rule of choosing the smallest r so that the proportion failing r/5 
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exceeds the value q of interest is illustrated in Figure 4.4. 
Based on precision and length of testing, MSDT(10, 5, 2) and MSDT(10, 5, 3) plans 
are reasonable. They are competitive with the other plans, particularly if interest is in lower 
quantiles, as is often the case in actual applications. 
4.6 Improving the Efficiency of the MSDT Plans 
When failures occur under the MSDT(^, fc, r) plan, the corresponding test positions are 
idle until the rth failure. In general, when r > 1, there are at most r — 1 idle test positions at 
any given time during testing. This causes some inefficiency. 
To improve the efficiency of MSDT plans we consider testing "standby" specimens in test 
positions when they become vacant. At the start of the experiment, we divide specimens into 
two groups. Group 1 consists of the gk units to be tested under MSDT(5r, fc, r) and Group 2, a 
number of units called "standbys" to be tested in idle positions. In practical applications, it is 
necessary to have a procedure that is easy to administer. We propose the following procedure 
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to test the standby units. 
• When a failure (not the rth) occurs, take a standby specimen from Group 2 and test it 
until it fails or until the rth failure from the originai set of specimens occurs. 
• If a standby fails before the rth failure, replace it with another standby specimen. 
• When the rth failure occurs, remove all units including stand bys and test a fresh batch 
of k specimens from Group 1. 
• Nonfailing standby specimens will continue to be tested in the same test stands in which 
they were first tested, as soon as their stands become idle again. Each standby specimen 
will be tested until a specified amount of running time (or number of cycles) tq^. 
• The experiment ends when the rth failure occurs in the ^th batch. 
The sample size and the number of failures are random under this procedure. On the other 
h a n d ,  t h e  i m p r o v e d  p l a n  y i e l d s  g [ k  —  r )  +  r  —  1  r u n o u t s .  T h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  t e s t  l e n g t h  L  
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remains the same as before because the standbys are tested without adding testing time to the 
original plan. 
We study the procedure under different standby censoring points. To simplify the investiga­
tion, we consider censoring standbys at the Qc quantile of the life distribution for different 
values of qc- In actual application, these times would be chosen on the basis of planning 
values for the distribution parameters. We use IMSDT((/, k, r, qc) to denote the improved 
experimental plan that combines MSDT(<;r, Ar, r) and standbys censored at Note that 
IMSDT(5, k, r, 0) is equivalent to MSDT(5, k, »•) and IMSDT(5, k, r, 1) is an experimental 
plan in which standbys are not censored at all except at the 5th (last) batch in the test. 
Recall the simulated tests in the previous section for the MSDT(10, 5, r) plans. Here we 
use a similar simulation to evaluate the improvements provided by IMSDT(10, 0, r, qc) over 
MSDT(10, 5, r) for qc = 0.40,0.60,0.80,1. For this purpose, we use the Weibull planning 
values a = 1 and /? = 2.35, and assume that specimen replacement is instantaneous. To 
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measure the improvement, we compute the percent decrease in the variance of the ML estimate 
of logCi/g) for each r relative to the MSDT plan. 
Table 4.2 gives information on mean sample sizes n and mean proportions failing p/ under 
IMSDT(10, 5, r, qc) for r = 2,3,4,5 based on simulation. The first row of the table corresponds 
to MSDT(10, 5, r). 
Table 4.2 Average Sample Sizes n and Proportions Failing pj un­
der the Plans IMSDT(10,5,r,gj for r = 1, ...,5 and 
qc = 0.40,0.60,0.80,1 
r = 2  r = 3  r = 4  r = 5  
qc " Pi » Pf n pf n pf 
0.00 (MSDT) 50.00 0.40 50.00 0.60 50.00 0.80 50.00 1.00 
0.40 53.95 0.39 60.42 0.56 70.63 0.67 89.57 0.72 
0.60 53.47 0.40 59.12 0.58 68.06 0.73 84.40 0.81 
0.80 53.27 0.41 58.47 0.60 66.58 0.77 81.52 0.89 
1.00 53.11 0.42 58.09 0.62 65.83 0.80 79.94 0.95 
Figure 4.5 plots simulated values of A:/3^Var(logy,) versus g for IMSDT(10, 5, 2, qc) where 
qc = 0,0.40,0.60,0.80,1. Figure 4.6 is a similar plot for IMSDT(10, 5, 5, qc). Figure 4.7 gives 
a plot of the percent decrease in the variance of the ML estimates under IMSDT(10, 5, 2, qc)-
Figure 4.8 is an analogous plot for IMSDT(10, 5, 5, qc)- The figures indicate bigger improve­
ments for larger values of r, as expected. For these values of r, there are more idle positions in 
which to test standby specimens. For instance. Table 4.2 shows that there are 26 to 37 more 
specimens tested under IMSDT(10, 5, 5, qc) than under IMSDT(10, 5, 2, qc)- If testing time 
and availability and cost of specimens are not restrictive, the plan IMSDT(10, 5, r, qc) for 
large r provides the best results. 
For the example above, when test specimens are inexpensive and testing standby units 
is convenient, useful gains in efficiency are possible. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show that gc = 1 
is generally a good choice for estimating low and high quantiles. For intermediate quantiles, 
other choices for qc are better. For larger values of r, qc = 0.40 is a competitive alternative to 
qc = 1. When r = 5, censoring standbys at the 0.40 quantile is best for estimating quantiles 
below the 0.75 quantile. 
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The results here do not take anything away from the practicality of MSDT plans with 
small values of r. If time is constrained and if experimental units are expensive, small values 
of r provide appropriate plans for estimating small quantiles. When r is small, investing in 
standbys may not yield worthwhile dividends in terms of improved estimation precision because 
test stand idle times are short and standbys will not increase sample size significantly. MSDT 
plans in this case are cidequate. 
We saw above that IMSDT improvements over MSDT vary with the choice of quantile 
at which to censor standbys. To optimize the use of standbys in testing, one must have good 
distribution planning values because quantiles depend heavily on these values. If there is a high 
degree of uncertainty in one's planning values, choosing gc = 1 is, in general, a conservative 
strategy to follow. 
4.7 MSDT and IMSDT Plans to Estimate the q Quantile of Life Distribution 
Below we study the MSDT(5f, k, r) and IMSDT(5, k, r, qc) plans in several situations 
chosen to correspond with actual applications. We relate these test plans to actual life test 
data sets assuming a particular number of test positions. We determine the values of g so that 
the MSDT plans achieve about the same precision measured by asymptotic variance of ML 
estimators as the actual life test. We also study corresponding IMSDT plans to investigate 
improvements over the MSDT plans. The examples below show instances where MSDT and 
IMSDT have advantages over traditional test plans. They also illustrate tradeoffs between 
precision, sample size, and test duration in determining feasible plans. 
4.7.1 Numerical Examples 
For traditional tests, we assume that test specimens are tested in sequentially in k test 
positions so that failures are replaced as soon as they occur and surviving units are removed 
alter a predetermined length of time tc- If planning values for model parameters are available 
at the planning stage, the following procedure can be used to select appropriate MSDT and 
IMSDT plans. 
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1. For r = 1, ..A:, we determine the value of y so that MSDT(5, k, r) achieves approx­
imately the same precision [i.e., AVar(log(t/',))] as the traditional experiment. Let /(p) 
be the right hand side of (4.1) for proportion failing p. Suppose that in the traditional 
experiment, n is the sample size and p/ is the expected proportion failing. We compute 
g using 
' k f M  
Smaller sample sizes or, equivalently, smaller values of g, are desirable because of con­
straints on both time and number of test specimens. If sample size is not restrictive, we 
can consider higher values of g. 
2. We reduce test lengths under these plans by using smaller values of 5 or r. Comparisons 
provide insight about the tradeoffs between test length and relative efficiency. 
3. We improve the efficiency of the MSDT plans by considering the corresponding IMSDT 
plans. 
4.7.1.1 Sensitivity ofTraditional and MSDT Plans to Model Misspecifica-
tion 
The censoring time tc in traditional plans often corresponds to a proportion failing p/. 
Because p/ depends on the model parameters, an appropriate choice for tc relies heavily on 
the planning values. If under the planning values, p/ is smaller than its true value (there is 
more censoring than expected at tc), the value of gk/3'^AVa.r{logyq) is higher than expected. 
This variance expression is constant for MSDT plans because these plans are based on a fixed 
proportion failing and not on a fixed censoring time. Figure 4.9 plots ^A:^^AVar(logy,) versus 
the proportion failing pj for traditional and MSDT plans with A: = 5 test positions. It is clear 
from the plot that traditional plans are not robust to model misspecification in which p/ is 
overestimated. There is more control of the amount of information derived from MSDT plans 
in that 5fc/3^AVar(logy,) is already known at the planning stage. 
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4.7.1.2 Example 1: Laminate Panel Fatigue Data 
Consider the laminate panel data given by Shimokawa and Hamaguchi (1987). This data 
set was the result of four-point out-of-plane bending tests of carbon eight-harness-satin/epoxy 
laminate specimens. For our purposes, we will use the 25 observations taken at stress 270 MPa. 
Appendix A gives the pertinent data set. Seventeen specimens failed, while 8 were censored 
at about 20 million cycles. Fitting a Weibull distribution gives ML estimates of the scale and 
shape parameters 5 = 19.59 (million cycles) and 0 = 2.35, respectively. These estimates will 
be used as planning values. 
For the traditional test plan, 25 specimens are tested until failure or until 20 million cycles. 
Under this plan with the planning values given above, the proportion failing is p/ = 0.65. 
Suppose that there are A; = 5 test positions available. Table 4.3 gives the values of g needed 
and the resulting sample sizes n for MSDT(^, 5, r) to achieve the same precision as the 
traditional test in estimating the 0.05 quantile of the life distribution. 
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The table includes the 0.05 quantile Xos, median L50, 0.95 quantile L95, mean /X£, and stan­
dard deviation ctl of total testing time L under MSDT plans and the traditional experiment. 
For the MSDT plans, the test length mean and variance are computed using formulas given in 
Section 4.4 and the quantiles are approximated by Cornish-Fisher expansions. Because there is 
no systematic unit-replacement scheme in the traditional experiment, we simulate it 1000 times 
and compute the mean, standard deviation and quantiles of the total test length. Fatigue life 
is in millions of cycles. The table gives the coefficient of variation CV. the standard deviation 
as a percentage of the mean. The CV is a unitless quantity that is useful in comparing relative 
variabilities of testing lengths under different test plans. The asymptotic variance of the ML 
estimator of the 0.05 quantile is also given for each test plan. 
Table 4.3 Sample Sizes, Quantiles, Mean and Standard Deviation of Test 
Length, and Asymptotic Variance of the ML Estimator of 
log(yb.05) under the Plans MSDT(5, A; = 5, r) for r = 1, — 5 
Plan n Los Lso L95 o-L CVi%) AVar(log(yo.o5)) 
Traditional 25 74 84 93 84 5.8 6.9 0.0788 
MSDT(7, 5, 1) 35 45 61 79 61 10.5 17.1 0.0749 
MSDT(6, 5, 2) 30 62 78 96 79 10.1 12.8 0.0782 
MSDT(6, 5, 3) 30 84 101 119 102 10.6 10.5 0.0681 
MSDT(5, 5, 4) 25 88 105 123 105 10.7 10.2 0.0705 
MSDT(4, 5, 5) 20 89 107 128 108 12.0 11.1 0.0725 
Table 4.3 shows that any MSDT plan has competitive sample size and test length. For 10 
specimens more, the SDT plan MSDT(7, 5, 1) provides the same precision as the traditional 
test in less time on the average. The plan MSDT(6, 5, 2) still has a smaller fii and requires 
only 5 specimens more than the traditional plan. MSDT(4, 5, 5) reduces sample size from 25 
to 20, but requires more time. 
We investigate MSDT plans with 5 = 4 or 5 and improve upon them by considering the 
corresponding IMSDT plans. Recall that MSDT and IMSDT plans have the same test length. 
Below, we choose qc = I for the IMSDT plans. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 suggest that other values 
of qc may yield more improvement depending on r and the quantile being estimated. However. 
= 1 is a conservative strategy to follow. 
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Table 4.4 provides information on test length distributions under MSDT(4, 5, r) (or 
IMSDT(4, 5, r, = 1)) and MSDT(5, 5, r) (or IMSDT(4, 5, r, qc = 1)) for r = 1 5 
based on Cornish-Fisher expansion approximations. MSDT(4, 5, 3) and MSDT(5. 5, 2) yield 
shorter test lengths than the traditional plan on the average. MSDT(5, 5, 3) has mean test 
length equal to that of the traditional plan. The reductions in test length under MSDT plans, 
however, are at the price of losing efBciency in estimating the 0.05 quantile. We improve the 
efficiency by testing standby specimens in idle positions. 
We simulate the traditional, MSDT and EMSDT experiments n = 1000 times each and 
obtain the ML estimates of the 0.05 quantile. Table 4.4 gives the variances of the estimates for 
the plans. Table 4.5 gives information on mean sample sizes n and mean proportions failing 
pj under the MSDT and IMSDT plans based on the simulations. 
Table 4.4 Quantiles, Mean and Standard Deviation of Test Length and 
Variance of 1000 ML Estimates of Iog(yo.05) under Traditional, 
MSDT and IMSDT (?c = 1) Plans with A; = 5 
Var(Iog(yo.o5)) 
Plan Z/05 iso Z/95 Mi o-L CV{%) MSDT IMSDT 
Traditional 74 84 93 84 5.8 6.9 0.0850 0.0850 
= 4 r = 1 22 35 49 35 7.9 22.6 0.1276 — 
r = 2 39 52 66 52 8.2 15.7 0.1089 0.1003 
r = 3 54 68 82 68 8.7 12.8 0.0987 0.0847 
11 69 84 100 84 9.6 11.4 0.0890 0.0698 
r = 5 89 107 128 108 12.0 11.1 0.0761 0.0517 
g = b r = 1 30 43 59 44 8.9 20.2 0.1024 — 
II to
 
51 65 81 66 9.2 14.0 0.0874 0.0812 
r = 3 70 84 101 85 9.7 11.5 0.0802 0.0658 
r = 4 88 105 123 105 10.7 10.2 0.0716 0.0579 
r = 5 113 134 157 135 13.4 10.0 0.0612 0.0421 
IMSDT(4, 5, 3, qc = 1) and IMSDT(5, 5, 2, qc = 1) have better efficiencies and smaller 
test length means than the traditional plan. IMSDT(4, 5, 3, qc = 1) has an average sample 
size smaller than the sample size of 25 in the traxiitional plan. The average sample size 
of IMSDT(5, 5, 2, q^ = 1) is slightly above 25. Generally, IMSDT(4, 5, 3, qc = 1) and 
IMSDT(5, 5, 2, qc = 1) are good alternatives to the traditional plan. 
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Table 4.5 Average Sample Sizes n and Proportions Failing p/ under MSDT 
and IMSDT {qc — 1) Plans with k = 5 
r = 2 r = 3 r = 4 r = 5 
Plan n Pf n Pf n PI n Pf 
g = 4 MSDT 20.00 0.40 20.00 0.60 20.00 0.80 20.00 1.00 
IMSDT 21.61 0.40 23.94 0.58 27.36 0.74 29.42 0.88 
g = 5 MSDT 25.00 0.40 25.00 0.60 25.00 0.80 25.00 1.00 
IMSDT 26.86 0.40 29.61 0.59 33.75 0.76 41.18 0.90 
For estimating higher quantiles, IMSDT plans may not simultaneously yield shorter test 
lengths, smaller sample sizes and better efficiency relative to the traditional plan. For example, 
for estimating the population median (0.50 quantile), IMSDT(4,5,4, qc) and IMSDT(5.5.4. qc) 
have test length distributions similar to that of the traditional plan, better efficiencies, but 
slightly larger sample sizes. IMSDT(4,5,3, qc), on the other hand, has shorter test lengths and 
smaller sample sizes in exchange for a 15% loss in efficiency. 
4.7.1.3 Example 2: Annealed Aluminum Wire Fatigue Data 
Shen (1994) anaJyzes a fatigue data set on annealed aluminum wire. There were 20 obser­
vations, all failures, at stress level 294.3 MPa. Appendix A gives the pertinent data set. The 
planning values are given by the ML estimates S = 9.2 thousand cycles and P = 6.22 of the 
Weibull scale and shape parameters, respectively. A large shape parameter value such as 6.22 
is not typical of fatigue data. Large values of /? (small CV values) imply that failures occur 
close together. 
Assume that k = 5 test positions are available and that for the traditionaJ experiment, all 
units are tested until failure. Again, we consider the MSDT(5, 5, r) plans and find the values 
of g that give the same precision as the traditional test. Table 4.6 gives the values of g needed 
for estimating the 0.05 quantile. It also gives information on the test length distribution and 
the asymptotic variance of the ML estimator of the 0.05 quantile for each plan. The test 
length information for the traditional plan is based on 1000 simulations of the experiment and 
that for MSDT plans is based on formulas in Section 4.4. It is clear from Table 4.6 that 
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Table 4.6 Sample Sizes, Quantiles, Mean and Standard Deviation of Test 
Length, and Asymptotic Variance of the ML Estimator of 
log(j/o.o5) under the Plans MSDT(5, A: = 5, r) for r = 1, ..., 5 
Plan n Z-os Lso Lgs I^L (TL CV(%) AVar(log(yo.05)) 
Traxiitional 20 34 38 41 38 1.9 5.0 0.0103 
MSDT(8, 5, 1) 40 47 53 58 53 3.5 6.6 0.0094 
MSDT(7, 5, 2) 35 50 55 59 55 2.6 4.7 0.0096 
MSDT(6, 5, 3) 30 48 52 55 52 2.1 4.0 0.0097 
MSDT(5, 5, 4) 25 44 48 50 47 1.8 4.0 0.0101 
MSDT(4, 5, 5) 20 38 41 44 41 1.7 4.2 0.0103 
MSDT(4, 5, 5) provides the best MSDT plan for estimating the 0.05 quantile because it is 
the shortest, on the average, and has the smallest sample size. 
We study MSDT and IMSDT plans with igr = 4 or 5. Table 4.7 gives information on 
test length under MSDT(4, 5, r) (or IMSDT(4, 5, r, qc = 1)) and MSDT(5. 5. r) (or 
IMSDT(5, 5, r, qc = 1)) for r = 1, ..., 5. The table also gives the variances of the ML 
estimators of 0.05 quantiles based on 1000 simulations of each plan. IMSDT sample sizes and 
proportions failing bzised on these simulations are given in Table 4.8. 
IMSDT(4, 5, 5, 9c = 1)) IMSDT(5, 5, 3, qc = 1), IMSDT(5, 5, 4, qc = I) and 
IMSDT(5, 5, 5, qc = 1) are at least as efficient as the traditional plan. But, the improved effi­
ciency is at the cost of larger sample sizes and longer test lengths. We have similar comments 
about IMSDT plans for estimating the population median. 
The CV column in Table 4.7 shows that, in comparison to the laminate panel example, 
there is less relative variability in test length. This is because the Weibull shape parameter is 
large and, thus, failures tend to occur closer together and it would be more sensible to wait 
for all test units to fail. All the observations failed in the actual test. 
4.7.2 Discussion 
From a practical perspective, there are important advantages of using MSDT plans instead 
of traditional experimental plans. MSDT plans provide a systematic procedure of replacing test 
units. Unlike traditional test plans, when censoring is used to limit testing time, MSDT plans 
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Table 4.7 Quantlles, Mean and Standard Deviation of Test Length and 
Variance of 1000 ML Estimates of log(yb.05) under Traditional, 
MSDT and IMSDT {qc = 1) Plans with A: = 5 
Var(log(yo.o5)) 
Plan LQS Lso i (TL CV{%) MSDT IMSDT 
Traditional 34 38 41 37 1.9 5.1 0.0103 0.0103 
9 = 4 r = 1 23 27 30 26 2.5 9.4 0.0171 -
r = 2 28 31 34 31 1.9 6.2 0.0141 0.0139 
r = 3 32 35 37 35 1.7 5.0 0.0125 0.0119 
r = 4 35 38 40 38 1.6 4.4 0.0118 0.0115 
r = 5 38 41 44 41 1.7 4.2 0.0103 0.0090 
9 = 5 r = 1 35 40 45 40 3.0 7.7 0.0148 -
r = 2  43 47 51 47 2.4 5.1 0.0119 0.0114 
r= 3 48 52 55 52 2.1 4.1 0.0108 0.0105 
r = 4 53 56 60 56 2.0 3.6 0.0099 0.0090 
r = 5 58 62 65 62 2.1 3.5 0.0087 0.0070 
Table 4.8 Average Sample Sizes n and Proportions Failing pj under MSDT 
and IMSDT {qc = 1) Plans with k = 5 
r = 2 r = 3 r : = 4 r = 5 
Plan n PI n PF fi Pf n Pf 
9 = 4 MSDT 20.00 0.40 20.00 0.60 20.00 0.80 20.00 1.00 
IMSDT 21.09 0.38 22.42 0.55 24.02 0.71 26.20 0.85 
9 = 5 MSDT 25.00 0.40 25.00 0.60 25.00 0.80 25.00 1.00 
IMSDT 26.18 0.39 27.75 0.57 29.56 0.73 32.21 0.88 
give the experimenter control over the number of failures and, equivalently, over the accuracy 
of estimation (measured, for example, by asymptotic variance or confidence interval width). 
The control of information in MSDT plans is more robust to model parameter misspecification 
than in traditional plans. 
MSDT plans for estimating a small quantile, say the 0.05 quantile, provide smaller sample 
sizes or shorter testing times than traditional plans. In the laminate panel data, MSDT plans 
with smaller values of r resulted in shorter test lengths but increased sample sizes. IMSDT 
tests, however, resulted in not only smaller sample sizes but also better efficiency than the 
traxlitional plan. However, in the annealed aluminum example, there were tradeoffs between 
sample size, efficiency and test length. 
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The benefits of using MSDT and IMSDT plans should be assessed in the light of the 
possibility of censoring in the tests. Censoring is especiaJly common when the failure time 
distribution has a large coefficient of variation CV (small Weibull shape parameter 3). This 
was the case in the laminate panel example. On the other hand, when the CV is small {3 is 
large), it is generally unnecessary to censor a life test, given that the test will be run until 
at least some failures are observed. Failures in this situation tend to occur closer together 
than when /3 is smaller. In the aluminum wire example, the shape parameter is large and all 
observations are failures. Here, to achieve the same efficiency as traditional plans, MSDT plans 
need sample sizes at least as big as the traditional plan's. Some information on the coefficient 
of variation is thus useful in selecting an appropriate MSDT or IMSDT plan. 
4.8 Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Research 
When there is a limit on the number of testing positions, MSDT and IMSDT plans provide 
useful alternatives to traditional test plans. Test lengths under these plans are shorter than 
under traditional plans on the average. When the cost and availability of specimens are not 
restrictive (but test positions are still limited), we can avoid MSDT machine idle times by 
using IMSDT plans that test standby specimens in idle test positions. The simulation studies 
and examples above show that IMSDT plans significantly improve efficiency. The MSDT and 
IMSDT plans perform best when censoring is expected (large CV) or needed in traditional 
plans. Relative to the latter plans, IMSDT plans have shorter test lengths, smaller sample 
sizes and better efficiency particularly in estimating low quantiles. 
The discussions above are confined only to the Weibull distribution. Other life distributions 
such as the lognormal and loglogistic distributions could be investigated. We would expect to 
see similar results. Unlike the Weibull distribution, there are no closed forms for the moments of 
lognormal or loglogistic order statistics. The moments, however, can be computed numerically 
and simulations can be conducted without difficulty. 
The MSDT plans considered here involve testing in sequence g groups of k specimens until 
the rth failure. This procedure could be improved by taking advantage of the sequential nature 
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of the testing. The test plan for each batch is determined by information from previous test 
batches. This makes the choice of test plans dynamic and reduces the experimenter's depen­
dence on starting values of parameters. Asymptotic theory for sequential plans is, however, 
much more complicated. For example, Ford, Titterington and Kitsos (1989) remark that the 
distribution of the ML estimators is complex and its variance-covariance matrix is no longer 
proportional to the inverse of the Fisher information matrix. The sample information matrix 
can be used as a measure of the precision of the estimation of model parameters rather than 
as an estimated covariance matrix. Simulation studies on the large-sample distribution of es­
timators offer an alternative. From a practical point of view, such sequential tests would also 
be more difficult to administer. 
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5 CONCLUSION 
One goal of this research was to present a statistical model that could adequately describe 
the relationship between fatigue life and the applied stress/strain. When fatigue limits exist, 
plots of fatigue life versus stress/strain often exhibit curvature at lower stress/strain levels. The 
curvature can be accounted for by including a fatigue limit parameter in statistical models for 
fatigue life. Fixed fatigue-limit models do not address the possible random nature of the 
fatigue limit. Such randomness could be expected due to dependence of the fatigue limit on 
material structural properties that may vary from specimen to specimen. Also, in most fatigue 
experiments, the variance of fatigue life decreases as stress/strain increases. These issues 
were the main motivations for the random fatigue-limit model. The examples considered here 
showed that the random fatigue-limit model was able to address these issues adequately. 
Our examples compared the fits of the random fatigue-limit model under different distri­
butional assumptions for both stress and strain fatigue data. In all cases, the normal-normal 
distribution combination provided the best fit. We compared the ML estimates of the 0.05. 
0.50 and 0.95 quantiles and the lower confidence bounds for the 0.01 and 0.05 quantiles for 
different combinations of distributional assumptions. Similar computations and comparisons 
are possible if the experimenter is interested in other quantities and distribution combinations. 
Another objective of this research was to investigate test plans that possessed desirable 
properties under the random fatigue-limit model. We compared test plans with respect to 
an optimization criterion which we interpreted as an average asymptotic variance of the ML 
estimators of life distribution quantiles over a specified range of stress. The optimization 
results suggested that traditional plans with 4 or 5 stress levels were more robust than 3-stress 
plans to misspecifications of model parameters. The robustness was crucial when there was 
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heavy censoring in the experiment. The extra stress level or two provided a safeguard against 
censoring heavier than expected that might have stemmed from model misspecification. 
The optimization criterion we used expressed our interest in quantile curves. Also, we 
assumed that the stress-life relationship followed the random fatigue-limit model with V" and 
W\V both normally distributed. Best traditional and general plans under different criteria 
and/or distributional assumptions could be studied. The corresponding sensitivity analyses 
will determine whether or not the robustness of 4 and 5-stress traditional plans holds in other 
situations as well. 
The test-plan sensitivity analyses performed covered only the robustness of plans to mis-
specification of one parameter at a time. There may be interactions between model parameters 
in determining the characteristics of the quantile curves. Investigating the effects of shifts in 
2 or more model parameters provides a more realistic approach in studying robustness of test 
plans. 
A third goal of this research is to present a test procedure that provides a systematic and 
efficient use of a limited number of test positions. It is common to test units in these positions 
in sequence so that failures are replaced immediately and nonfailing units are removed after 
a certain amount length of time tc- This traditional procedure does not provide a systematic 
use of test positions and is not robust to model misspecification in which the proportion 
failing corresponding to tc is overestimated. As an alternative test procedure, we suggested 
the modified sudden death test (MSDT). 
Test lengths under MSDT plans are shorter than under traditional plans on the average. 
When the cost and availability of specimens are not restrictive (but test positions are still 
limited), we can avoid MSDT machine idle times by using IMSDT plans that test standby 
specimens in idle test positions. The MSDT and IMSDT plans perform best when censoring 
is expected (large coefficient of variation) or needed in traditional plans. In comparison to 
traditional plans, IMSDT plans have shorter test lengths, smaller sample sizes and better 
efficiency particularly in estimating low quantiles. 
The discussions on MSDT plans were confined only to the Weibull distribution. Other life 
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distributions such as the lognormaJ and loglogistic distributions could be investigated. Unlike 
the WeibuU distribution, there are no closed forms for the moments of lognormal or loglogistic 
order statistics. The moments, however, can be computed numerically and simulations can be 
conducted without difficulty. 
We used the MSDT plans to estimate quantities pertinent to a single (one stress level) 
population of fatigue lives. It would be worthwhile to illustrate MSDT plans in a regression 
setting where we study the stress-life relationship. We expect that there are advantages of 
using MSDT plans at lower stress levels where censoring is expected or needed. 
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APPENDIX A THE DATA SETS 
The Annealed Aluminum Wire Fatigue Data (Stress=294.3 MPa) 
Table A.l reproduces the annealed aluminum wire fatigue data from Shen (1994) for stress 
294.3 MPa. The 20 data points are all failures. Fatigue life is given in thousands of cycles. 
Table A.l The AnneaJed Aluminum Wire Fatigue Data 
(Stress=294.3 MPa) 
Fatigue Life y 
5300 7000 8700 9200 9800 
6200 7500 8800 9400 10000 
6500 8000 9000 9500 10500 
6600 8400 9200 9500 11800 
The Carbon Eight-Harness-Satin/Epoxy Laminate Panel Data 
Table A.2 reproduces the four-point out-of-plane bending test results of carbon eight-
harness-satin/epoxy laminate circular-holed notched specimens from Shimokawa and Ham-
aguchi (1987). The data on 125 specimens include stress levels s MPa, the number y of test 
cycles to failure, and failure/runout information (l=failure, 2=runout). Fatigue life is given 
in thousands of cycles. Ten test runs are right censored. 
The Inconel 718 Nickel-Base Superalloy Fatigue Data 
Tables A.3 gives the nickel-base superalloy fatigue data from Shen (1994). The data on 246 
specimens include 4 censored observations. Fatigue life is given in thousands of cycles. The 
applied force s is in strain units for which there are 88 unique values. 
Table A.2 The Carbon Eight-Harness-Satin/Epoxy Laminate Panel Data 
s = 380 MPa s = 340 MPa s = 300 MPa s = 280 MPa s = 270 MPa 
Cycles Failure Cycles Failure Cycles Failure Cycles Failure Cycles Failure 
y Mode y Mode y Mode y Mode y Mode 
34200 1 125500 1 954000 1 2604200 1 5163100 1 
37700 1 156900 1 959400 1 2610700 1 5269900 1 
42000 1 173600 1 1194600 1 2773400 1 7863800 1 
42300 1 176900 1 1240500 1 3093200 1 8188500 1 
48200 1 179400 1 1250400 1 4270200 1 9488600 1 
52500 1 188500 1 1285500 1 5993800 1 10171800 1 
55900 1 195100 1 1410500 1 6460500 1 10794200 1 
58300 1 208100 1 1495100 1 7430000 1 11556200 1 
61700 1 211900 1 1518700 1 8105000 1 12161500 1 
64700 1 224100 1 1544700 1 8497600 1 13314000 1 
65000 1 226000 1 1551400 1 8594700 1 15857200 1 
65500 1 253000 1 1585900 1 8630400 1 15996300 1 
70400 1 255500 1 1639100 1 8816000 1 17274700 1 
71000 1 259000 1 1683700 1 8820300 1 18804000 1 
72400 1 274000 1 1926100 1 9013400 1 19514500 1 
75200 1 292000 1 2011300 1 10124800 1 19736500 1 
77400 1 300400 1 2171800 1 10163700 1 20354500 1 
77800 1 302300 1 2391500 1 11144000 1 20504700 2 
87800 1 308300 1 2569400 1 12469800 1 20532300 2 
93400 1 406300 1 2674900 1 13232900 1 20532300 2 
94000 1 420700 1 2921700 1 13813400 1 20536100 2 
97200 1 428500 1 3046500 1 15338400 1 20538200 2 
99600 1 664800 1 3105500 1 16040700 1 20555000 2 
116700 1 776100 1 3523200 1 20172300 2 20779400 2 
122500 1 793900 1 4311700 1 20707100 2 20916300 2 
Table A.3 The Inconel 718 Nickel-Base Superalloy Fatigue Data 
Strain Cycles Failure Strain Cycles Failure Strain Cycles Failure Strain Cycles Failure 
s y Mode s y Mode s y Mode s y Mode 
0.0036 3143468 2 0.0043 62223 1 0.0046 69766 1 0.0052 44216 1 
0.0037 551160 1 0.0043 64952 1 0.0046 81138 1 0.0052 45375 1 
0.0037 1047000 1 0.0043 105390 1 0.0046 96799 1 0.0052 47467 1 
0.0037 1055400 1 0.0043 113480 1 0.0046 72120 1 0.0053 25893 1 
0.0037 1212300 1 0.0043 118180 1 0.0047 79520 1 0.0053 44325 1 
0.0037 2658712 1 0.0043 202300 1 0.0047 86420 1 0.0053 49806 1 
0.0037 5000000 0.0043 213020 1 0.0047 88225 1 0.0053 85471 1 
0.0039 2762705 1 0.0043 213020 1 0.0048 91560 1 0.0053 39401 1 
0.0039 3851379 1 0.0043 239854 1 0.0048 95610 1 0.0054 41944 1 
0.0039 5175650 0.0044 74260 1 0.0048 111900 1 0.0054 54300 1 
0.0040 168170 1 0.0044 74660 1 0.0049 59246 1 0.0054 54300 1 
0.0040 188990 1 0.0044 87373 1 0.0049 64014 1 0.0054 55503 1 
0.0040 5229933 0.0044 124350 1 0.0049 75169 1 0.0054 65511 1 
0.0041 101623 1 0.0044 181930 1 0.0049 88070 1 0.0054 71888 1 
0.0041 134750 1 0.0044 182410 1 0.0050 48748 1 0.0054 72895 1 
0.0041 436761 1 0.0045 68143 1 0.0050 48748 1 0.0055 27772 1 
0.0042 70092 1 0.0045 73200 1 0.0050 68029 1 0.0055 27772 1 
0.0042 108020 1 0.0045 100030 1 0.0050 68029 1 0.0055 52800 1 
0.0042 108598 1 0.0045 118364 1 .0.0051 59096 1 0.0056 49298 1 
0.0042 108598 1 0.0045 119540 1 0.0051 105660 1 0.0056 49298 1 
Table A.3 (Continued) 
Strain Cycles Failure Strain Cycles Failure Strain Cycles Failure Strain Cycles Failure 
5 y Mode s y Mode s y Mode s y Mode 
0.0056 53668 1 0.0062 29290 1 0.0071 23465 1 0.0091 8777 1 
0.0056 53668 1 0.0062 36420 1 0.0071 24221 1 0.0091 12411 1 
0.0057 30702 1 0.0063 34590 1 0.0071 27843 1 0.0091 12851 1 
0.0057 30702 1 0.0063 46645 1 0.0072 12824 1 0.0091 13099 1 
0.0057 36193 1 0.0064 30297 1 0.0072 30292 1 0.0091 13821 1 
0.0057 36193 1 0.0066 23674 1 0.0073 13055 1 0.0092 12950 1 
0.0057 43898 1 0.0066 27455 1 0.0073 31308 1 0.0094 10366 1 
0.0057 43898 1 0.0067 12922 1 0.0074 14236 1 0.0096 8705 1 
0.0058 33313 1 0.0067 12922 1 0.0074 15349 1 0.0097 9209 1 
0.0058 40540 1 0.0067 32570 1 0.0076 17062 1 0.0099 4718 1 
0.0058 40540 1 0.0068 18394 1 0.0079 32562 1 0.0100 4470 1 
0.0058 71425 1 0.0068 27780 1 0.0080 13068 1 0.0100 5133 1 
0.0059 35198 1 0.0068 33510 1 0.0083 16617 1 0.0100 5604 1 
0.0060 32100 1 0.0070 27766 1 0.0083 16617 1 0.0100 5708 1 
0.0060 46898 1 0.0071 11110 1 0.0084 14256 1 0.0100 5783 1 
0.0060 63117 1 0.0071 14536 1 0.0084 14256 1 0.0100 5790 1 
0.0060 70952 1 0.0071 14710 1 0.0087 7431 1 0.0100 6009 1 
0.0060 85138 1 0.0071 16436 1 0.0087 19488 1 0.0100 6733 1 
0.0061 43128 1 0.0071 17162 1 0.0088 8605 1 0.0100 6963 1 
0.0061 56634 1 0.0071 21749 1 0.0090 9613 1 0.0100 7533 1 
_y 
7887 
8203 
8536 
9271 
9640 
5300 
5730 
5754 
6290 
6700 
7060 
7240 
7784 
8580 
8740 
0580 
5620 
Table A.3 (Continued) 
Failure 
Mode 
Strain Cycles Failure Strain Cycles Failure Strain Cycles 
5 y Mode s y Mode s y 
0.0110 6268 1 0.0116 6984 1 0.0154 3028 
0.0110 6571 1 0.0116 7567 1 0.0154 3264 
0.0110 6571 1 0.0118 6988 1 0.0154 3264 
0.0110 7061 1 0.0128 3766 1 0.0155 2500 
0.0110 7061 1 0.0129 3470 1 0.0164 2801 
0.0111 4433 1 0.0129 3856 1 0.0170 2410 
0.0111 4433 1 0.0129 4142 1 0.0171 2230 
0.0111 4932 1 0.0130 3838 1 0.0190 2209 
0.0111 4932 1 0.0132 4057 1 0.0192 1445 
0.0111 4968 1 0.0132 5133 1 0.0192 1899 
0.0111 4968 1 0.0132 5133 1 0.0196 1273 
0.0112 7388 1 0.0133 5039 1 0.0197 1249 
0.0112 7388 1 0.0133 5039 1 0.0200 1625 
0.0113 5226 1 0.0146 3788 1 0.0200 1780 
0.0113 5226 1 0.0146 4235 1 0.0201 1215 
0.0113 8140 1 0.0150 4631 1 0.0203 1201 
0.0115 6171 1 0.0151 3165 1 0.0204 1012 
0.0115 6171 1 0.0152 1800 1 0.0221 973 
0.0115 7103 1 0.0152 4021 1 0.0223 842 
0.0115 8064 1 0.0153 2290 1 
0.0116 4404 1 0.0153 4091 1 
0.0116 4404 1 0.0154 2420 1 
Mode 
CO 
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APPENDIX B THE FISHER INFORMATION MATRIX FOR THE 
RANDOM FATIGUE-LIMIT MODEL 
Formulas for the Fisher Information Matrix 
Suppose that the experiment has sample size n and consists of m subexperiments. Consider 
a subexperiment with logstress x at which TT x n of tests units are allocated. Let Y' be either 
a failure before tc cycles or a censored observation at tc, W = log(y) and tJc = log(tc)- For an 
actual observation w = log(y), the log-likelihood contribution is 
C = S\og[fw{w; X ,  e)] + (1 - 5) log[l - Fwinc, x, 0)] 
where 9 = (/3o, Pi, cr, n-,, (Xy)' and 
1 if u; is a failure 
0 if tu is a censored value. 
The Fisher information matrix contribution for w and the subexperiment is 
d^C{0)' 
S = 
I{Vc) = E 
It can be shown that 
dode' 
d'^log[fw{w;x,e)] ^ r- /_ •fW('7c;a:,0)] 
2^('7c) = - J ^ '•^fw{w;x,e)dw-[l-Fw{Vc;x,e)] . 
Let n{x,v,0) = 00+Pi log(exp(i) -exp(u)), z = {w - fi{x,v,0))/(7 and y = {v -
We define the following quantities: 
g{w) = crfw{w;x,0) 
=  f  <f>w\viz)<f>v{y)dv 
J^OO 
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gi{w) = f  
J—oo 
g2iw) = f log(exp(z)-exp(t;))</»',y|y(2)<pv(y)du 
J —OO 
g^iw) = f  4>w\v{z)<f>viy)dv 
J —OO 
gs{w) = f v<fyw\v{z)<i^{y)dv 
J — OO 
G(u;) = a^Fw{w,x,0) 
= f ^w\v{2)<t>v{y)dv 
J — OO 
Gziw) = f log(exp(x)-exp(t;))<^w'|v{2)0v(!/)dt; 
J —00 
G^iw) = f  ^w\viz)<f>v{y)dv 
J —00 
GsCto) = [ v^w\viz)<f>v{y)dv 
J —OO 
The element fij in row i and column j of the 5x5 Fisher information matrix I(r?c) for the 
subexperiment is 
E d'^CiS) 
dOidOj 
where 0,- and 6j are the ith and jth components of 0, respectively. Note that fij = Below 
are expressions for the/,y's in terms of 55(11;),G(u;),Gi(tu), ^5(1^): 
f (r,\ - _i_ f" 4. ^ laivc)? J-00 g i w )  [(Ty -  G {qc)\ 
= 1 r£l<2^j„+ 1 
(T^(T^ J—oo Q\'^) 
1 r fisirjc) = -4— / , . 
a*(Ty 7-00 g{w) 
g{w  [oy -  G{t]c)]  
ic  gi{w)[{w -  l3o)gi(w) -  §ig2(tzj)]  
, 1 gjvMVc- /3o)giT}c) - /3iG2ir}c)] giVc) 
a^(Ty ['^-f — G{j}c)\ cr^d-t 
r N _ 1 9i{w)g4iw) , 1 g{vc)G4{r]c) 
r /-_ > 1 9i{w)[9s{w) -  fu,g4{w)]  ^  _ 1 g{Vc)[(ry + Gsirjc) -  fi-fG4(Tjc)] 
Mvc) = [„,-Gfe)) 
f  ( r , )  -  JL T' J. 1 [g2(T7c)]^ 
/_oo 5(ti;) _ G{r)c)] 
f23{Vc) = ^ 0o)gi{w) - I3ig2iw)] 
y_oo -dw 
. 1 <^2(??c)[(T7e-/?o)g(T?e) -^lg2(T?e)] G2iVc) 
[ay -  G { t]C)] 0-2(7^ 
94 
, 1 P" 92{w)g4{w) , 1 G2{Vc)G4iVc) 
hM - ^2^2 ''"°+,Ta2 [a^-GM 
,  ,  ,  1  / • ' ' ' =  < / 2 ( u ' ) [ f f 5 ( « ' ) J  ,  1  G 2 { V c ) [ < ^ y + G s { ' n e ) - ^ h G 4 { ' n c ) ]  
fM =  K - G M  
/33(,J r- [('"-A.toW-toWl^„_^Gfe) 
•'•"V /c; ^5^^ y_^ ^2^^^ 
I 2 rrr, /9\/,rr,^ ^ [ivc - 0o)g{Vc) - 0lG2{Vc)? 
, , ^ 1 /""'54H[(«'-^o)i7iH-toM] J.. 1 rfni 
1 GiinMvc - l3o)givc) - PiGiivc)] 
0-2<72 [a, - G(7/c)] 
^ ^ 1 /•""= [(«;-/3o)5IH-/?i52(u;)]b5(«')-/^54(W)] 
/3»fe) = 
1 [ iVc - 0o)9{Vc) -  ^lG2(T?c)][g^ + gsCT?^ - /^g4(T?c)] 
^CT^CT^ [<Ty-G(T}c)] 
-^[j^gm-GM] 
f (r,^ - J_7"'M£)j!^„,4.±_ElML 
0-C73 y_oo ^(u;) «r3 [a^ - G(t]C)] 
^ , 1 r" 94iw)[g5{w) - fhSii '^)] J . 1 G4(77c)[<^^ + <55('?C) -M-yG4(T 
/«fe) = </u,+ ^ K-G(,,)] 
'<= [ff5(u;) - , 1 [<7^ + GsiVc) - fJ^G4{T]c)]'^ ^ 
g{w) ^ [o--K - G(t7c)] cr^ hM = rT «TtrS V-oo (
Computing the Information Matrix nl for an Experiment Consisting of m 
Subexperiments 
The observations from actual experiments are obtained from several subexperiments. Supy-
pose that total sample size is n, there are m subexperiments, and there are uk = T^k x " 
observations in subexperiment k where = 1- Let IkiVc) be the Fisher information 
matrix for subexperiment k. For the entire experiment, the information matrix is 
m 
= X^nfc^JfcC^/c)-
k=l 
In terms of the allocation proportions tti, ..., 7r,„, we write 
m 
^iVc) = n ^k^kiVc)-
h=l 
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Derivatives for Computing the Asymptotic Variance of the ML Estimators 
of Quantiles 
A function h{B) of interest to us is the vector of quantiles at several stress levels. Consider 
the one-dimensional case and let h{6) = Wa be the logarithm of the a-quantile at log stress x. 
that is, Fw{tDa', x, 0) = a. It can be shown that 
dwg _ 
dPo 
dwa _ dFw{wa;x,e),^ _ _  
Wi 9A 
dWg 
dor {Wa - 0o)fwiWa; X, 0) - /3x<T 
dFw[wQ\x,e)' 
dPi 
[(Tfw{wo;x.9)] - 1  
dWa dFw{Wa\X,0) 
dWg 
da^ 
OL — a. 
dlh 
dFw{wa;x,e) 
da. 
[fwiwa;x,e)] ^ 
[(T^fwi'Wa;x,9)]~K 
We use these derivatives to compute the asymptotic variance of the ML estimate Wq of Wa-
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APPENDIX C CORNISH-FISHER EXPANSION APPROXIMATION 
OF DISTRIBUTION QUANTILES 
Cumulants of a Random Variable 
Let Y be nonnegative a random variable with finite moments. The moment generating 
function My (•) of V is defined by 
My(f) = E[exp(iy)] 
wherever it exists. The cumulant generating function k(-) of V is defined to be the natural 
logarithm of the moment generating function of Y, that is, 
K(t) = log(My(t)}. 
Let m,- be the ith moment of V, that is, mi = E[y']. Using a Taylor series expansion about 
t = 0, we get 
_ - , . TTlit 
My(l) = 1 + E 
When My(-) and k(-) are expressible as power series, we have 
U=1 
^ -ts r—V nigt 
J=1 s! 
(C.l)  
In the expanded form, 
°° Kt' 
«=:1 
Ki is called the ith cumulant of y. 
Equation (C.l) provides expressions for cumulants in terms of moments of F as follows 
Ki = z! 
U=1 l<ni,...,nu<i \J=1 •'* 
niH l-n»=: 
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for i = 1,2, ... . For example, 
Ki = mi 
K2 = m2 — ml 
K3 = m3 — 3mim2 + 2mf 
K4 = m4 — 4mim3 — Zm^ + 12mfm2 — 
Note that ki and K2 are the mean and variance of Y. 
Let Yik be independently and identically distributed (iid) random variables for 
1=1, g. Let Yif^r) be the rth order statistic of the ith group with cumulants and 
L = I3i=i ^(r)- The cumulants of L are given by 
Kj = gpj 
for z = 1,2, .... This comes from observing that yi(r), y2(r), • • •, V^(r) are iid and that 
log{E[exp{tI)]} = 5^1og{E[exp(iy;-(^))]}. 
i=l 
The computation of the cumulants using the moments becomes a lot simpler when the 
random variable is standardized. For i = I,. ..,g, let 
yf _ ^(r) ~ /^(r) 
«(r)  _  
^(r) 
where and o-f^) is the mean and standard deviation of Denote the moments of 
by m'j. The first 8 cumulants of are 
71 = 0 
72 = 1 
73 = ^3 
74 = 7714-3 
75 = m'g - lOmg 
76 = TTlg - 157714 - lOCTRg)^ + 30 
77 = m'j — 217715 - Zbrn'^ m'^  + 2107713 
78 = 7713-287716-5677137715-35(7714)^ + 4207714 + 560(7713)^-630. (C.2) 
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The cumulants of Yn,.) are obtained using the equations 
Pi = /^(r) 
and 
Pi = (rl^)7i 
for i = 2,3, .... 
Gram-Charlier Series Approximation of the Distribution of a Random Vari­
able 
Let p(-) be a pdf with cumulants Let D-' denote the jth derivative operator, i.e.. 
if h(-) is j-difFerentiable, 
jyh(x) = d^h{x) 
dx^ 
Let be a real number for j = 1,2,... and define the operator 
•(-DH ] - t  
J ,=0 
Y^oo (~P)^ 2_j=i ji 
i: 
(C.3) 
Let 
ff() = exp|^^j (-Dy p(x) (C.4) 
It can be shown that the cumulants of g(-) are {77,- + This is an abuse of the definition 
of cumulants because g(-) may not be a proper pdf. We extend the definition of cumulants to 
non-pdf's. Equation (C.4) implies that we can write a pdf g(-) in terms of another pdf p(-) by 
using the operator defined by (C.3) where give the appropriate differences between the 
corresponding cumulants of the two pdf's. 
From (C.4) we find 
g(x} = p(x} -  ^iDp(x) + ^ (^? + ^ 2)D^p(x) - + 3^i^2 + ^ 3)D^p(x} 1 
e' 
+ 46^3 + C4)D^P(I) + (C.5) 
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When p(-) is chosen to be the standard normal pdf, i.e., 
p(x) = ^exp , 
equation (C.5) is called the Gram-Charlier series. For some choices of p(-), including the normal 
case, we can write 
lyp(x) = Pj{x)p{x) 
where Pj is a polynomial of degree j in x. When p(-) is the standard normal pdf. for instance. 
Dp(a;) = —xp(i) 
D^pCI) = (x2-l)p(x) 
D^p(i) = (—x^ -I- 3x)p(x) 
Here, Pi(x) = —x,P2{x) = — 1, and Psix) = —x^ + 3x. The polynomial Pj+i(-) for 
J = 1,2,... can be obtained recursively by 
Pj+i{x) = Pj{x) - xFj(x). (C.6) 
Let p(-) be the standard normal pdf and g{-) be the pdf of a standardized random variable 
of interest. The cumulants of p(-) are 7?2 = 1 and rji = 0 for i ^  2. Recalling that the cumulants 
of g{-) are {jy,- + we observe that f,- is the zth cumulant of g{cdot) for i = 3,4, 
We rewrite (C.5) as 
g{x) = <^(x)[l - ^ 6^3(2:) + 
:^e|C4Pio(x) + (C.7) 1728^^^ iuv / 
where (f>{-) is the standard normal pdf. Integrating from —00 to t yields 
g ( x ) d x = m -  m i l i u m )  -
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^5^4 (i) + 7776^4-P6(t) + 
1152^'^^'^^^^ 720^^^®'^^^^^ 
1 
31104 
(C.8) 
where $(•) is the standard normd cdf. 
Equations (C.6) and (C.7) give us 
ff(x) = <p(x) 1^1 + ^6(a:^ - 3x) + ^(x4 - 6x^ + 3) + + 15x)] + 
The approximation using the first four terms is called the Edgeworth expansion. An approxi­
mate expression for the cdf is obtained by integration of the expression for the pdf. 
Cornish-Fisher Expansion Approximation of the Quantiles of a Random Vari-
Cornish and Fisher (1937) provide formulas for approximating quantiles of random variables 
whose cumulants are known. Below is an outline of the aJgorithm. 
Consider approximating quantiles of a standardized random variable A' with probability 
distribution function 5(-) and cumulants Let x^, and Uq be the a-quantiles of A' and 
a standard normal random variable, respectively. Thus, we have 
able 
or = / g{x)dx = $(«q). (C.9) 
Using a Taylor series expansion about u = Xa, we approximate 
$(Ua) = $(Xo) + (f>{Xa){Ua - Xa) + ^(-Xq)0(XQ)(UQ - XQ)^ 
+ - l)</»(Xa)(UQ - Xa)^ + + 3Xa)0(Xa)(UQ - la)''. (C.IO) 
Using (C.6), we get 
^(UQ.) — $(x<j.) (Iq, UQ)0(XQ,)-|- ^Pi{Xc,){Xa XQ,) (p^X^) 
-^•P2(Xcr)(Xo - Uc,f(l>(Xa) + ^ P3(Xo)(Xa - Ua)'^<l){Xa)• (C.ll) 
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Recalling equations (C.8) and (C.9), we get from the last equation 
^6-P2(«a) + ^ ^4^3(^0) (Xa - «a) ^Pz[Xa){Xa " "q)''-
Inverting the series in (x^ — «a) in the right hand side of the above equation yields 
X a - U a  =  i^3(Xa " 1) + ^^<(4 " 3la) - ^ ^1(42:0 " 7la) 
r^C5(x^ - 6x1 + 3) - -^6^4(114 - 42x2 + 
+^^3(69Xa - 187i2 4- 52) + ^ ^6(x| - lOx^ + 15xo) 
-^el(5x| - 32x3 ^ 353.^) _ ^^3^^(73.5 _ 48^3 + 51^^) 
+^ek4(lllx| - 547x3 + 456X,) 
-:^d(948x5 - 3628x3 + 2473xa) + • • •. (C.12) 
This equation writes Uq as a polynomial function of Xq. It would be useful if we can write Xq 
in terms of Uq. Let f{xa) = Xq — Uo- Now 
f [ X a )  =  /(«Q +  ( X a  -  •UQ))-
Expanding the left hand side of the above equation about Xq — = 0 yields 
= f 
/W(tta)(Xa - Ua)'' 
i=o r-
V/!£(«a) 
^ 7! j=0 •' E J:=0 
After several resubstitutions, we get 
Xa - = /(Ua) + /(ti„)/l)(«„) + 
+ |(/(«a))V^'>(«a)/^'H"a) 
+i(/(«a))3/(3)(ti,). (C.13) 
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Equations (C.12) and (C.13) give 
+ ^6(Wq - 1) + ^ ^4(«a " 3«a) " ^ ^3(2«a " 5«Q) 
- 6ul + 3) - - 5ul + 2) 
+^?3(12«^-53U2 4-17) 
+:^^6(Ua - lOWa + 15u<») 
-^d(3u|-24«3+29«„) 
- J^6e5(2u2 - iTu^ + 21tiJ 
+^^3e4(14«| - 103^3 + I07u„) 
-:^^{252ul - 1688^^2 + I511u„) + • • •. (C.14) 
We use the first four terms for approximating quantiles. Our simulations have shown that this 
is sufficient for the applications in this research. 
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